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MEMORANDUM

October 5, 2012

Via Electronic Mail: fitf rules@uspto.gov

TO:

The Honorable David J. Kappos, Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual
Property and Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office

FROM:

Robert C. Ryan, Esq. (Reg. No. 29,343)
Craig H. Macy, Esq. (Reg. No. 68,344)
Connor L McCune (Reg. No. 69,726)

DATE:

October 5, 2012

RE:

First-Inventor-to-File (Response to Proposed Rules)

Dear Under Secretary Kappos:
Below are our comments on proposed rule 1.78 as seen in Vol. 77, No. 144 of the Federal
Register, dated Thursday, July 26,2012.
PROBLEMS PRESENTED BY PROPOSED RULE 1.78(a)3

Proposed section 1.78(a)(3) requires that, if an applicant believes new matter is added to
a nonprovisional application claiming priority to a provisional application filed before March 16,
2013, the applicant must certify that the application includes new matter so that the PTO can
determine which law to apply to the application. This requirement should not be enacted
because it imposes a very serious, costly, and risky burden on applicants and their counsel, and
reduces the incentive to patent, innovate, expand human knowledge, and create new products,
services, enterprises, and jobs.
I.
First, every attorney has the duty "zealously to protect and pursue a client's legitimate
interests, within the bounds of the law."j A duty to concede the existence of "subject matter not
also disclosed in (the) provisional application" runs directly counter to that duty. jj Like
obviousness, and thus materiality, the determination of what constitutes new matter can involve
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substantial subjective, complex, and unpredictable underlying inquiries (such as enablement
support, written description support, and additional detailed teaching when 35 U.S.C. § 112 ~ 6
(functional claiming) is or may be applicable, the latter inquiry being exceptionally complex).
These are things about which reasonable people can and do disagree. iii
As a result, if (i) an advocate were to take a position that given matter is supported and
not new (in compliance with the advocate's duty to advocate zealously), but (ii) that question
were later decided contrary to the position taken by the advocate, the advocate then would be at
risk of being accused of having violated the duty of candor and engaged in inequitable
conduct. The duty of candor and its potential consequence of being accused of inequitable
conduct thus places the advocate at serious risk of advocating zealously when the advocate
believes there is arguable, but not necessarily un-debatable, support in the priority
document. The proposed rule thus runs counter to the duty to advocate zealously because of the
duty of candor and the potentially serious consequence of being accused of having violated that
duty due to someone' s later disagreement with, or argument contrary to, the argument position
taken by the advocate for the client.
In addition, this rule raises the risk that applicants and advocates will over-state the scope
of new matter, to try to comply with the duty of candor and avoid any possible inequitable
conduct. The proposed rule thus incentivizes, in multiple ways, conduct by advocates counter to,
among other things, their duty to advocate zealously.
II.
For reasons noted above, requiring applicants and advocates to compare applications and
scour their provisional applications for support for all matter in the nonprovisional will be a time
consuming and costly task. Thus, the proposed rule will significantly increase the time involved
in, and cost of, preparing nonprovisional applications, with little to no benefit to the applicants.
The substantial cost of compliance with the proposed rule thus will create yet further disincentive
to patent, which will create yet further disincentive to innovate, add to the scope of human
knowledge, and create new products, services, enterprises, and jobs.
III.
It has historically been the job of the Examiner, not the patent applicant or its advocate, to
determine if a claim in a nonprovisional application claiming priority to a provisional application
is supported by the disclosure in the provisional application. iv For example, the MPEP states that
each claim in a nonprovisional application claiming priority to a provisional application must be
supported by the provisional to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 112 ~ 1. v Further, the Examiner's note
to form paragraph 2.10 of that section gives the standard Examiner response to such a situation. vi
Thus, the Examiner is already under a duty to verify support in the provisional
application for each claim. Consequently, we respectfully submit that the reasons given for the
proposed rule are without merit. The proposed rule requires the Examiner to perform the same
function and involves only a minimally increased burden on that Examiner by further requiring
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the Examiner to compare dates and detelmine if the new law applies. This negligible increase in
effort by the Office does not justify: (i) placing such a high burden and level of risk on patent
applicants and their representatives; (ii) disincentivizing advocates' zealous advocacy on behalf
of their client applicants: and (iii) the resulting negative incentive to innovate, expand human
knowledge, and create new products, services, enterprises, and jobs.
IV.
This proposed rule presents problems similar in nature to those created by an earlier
version of a section in 37 C.F .R. enacted in 1977 as further described in the MPEP at the time.
(See Exhibit A attached.) This latter rule had required the applicant and the applicant's advocate
to summarize the prior art filed in an IDS in order to aid the Examiner in examining the
application. vii By requiring the applicants and their advocates to characterize cited prior art, this
rule created serious risks for the applicants and their advocates before the Office. The rule also
ran counter to the advocates' duty to advocate zealously for their clients. This requirement
obviously presented the same types of issues presented by the present proposed rule to identify
the presence of new matter. As a result, the duty to summarize prior art was finally repealed in
1992.viii

We therefore respectfully request that the Office decline to enact this new proposed rule
for the same reasons that the duty to summarize the prior art was repealed in 1992 as well as for
the other reasons explained above.
We thank you for consideration of our comments. If you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to contact us at any time.
Very truly yours,

)

.--. tJ

~

Robert C. Ryan, Esq.
(Reg. No. 29,343)
Craig Macy, Esq.
(Reg. No. 68,344)
Connor McCune
(Reg. No. 69,726; Nevada Bar Admission Pending)
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Module Rule of Professional Conduct, Comment to R 1.3, Preamble ~~[2], [9].

ii "Changes To Implement the First Inventor To File Provisions of the Leahy-Smith America
Invents Act," 77 Federal Register 144, p. 43747 (July 26,2012).

MPEP 706.03(0) "New Matter"; MPEP 2163.06 "Relationship of Written Description
Requirement to New Matter"; MPEP 2163.07 "Amendments to Application Which Are
Supported in the Original Description"; See 85 J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc'y 133 (2003) ("The
requirement which is at the core of this article, the written description requirement, is the perfect
example of the rather unstable interpretation of some of the patentability requirements. This
requirement has given rise to considerable debate and disagreement concerning the exact ambit
and scope within the CAFC.").
iii

MPEP 201.11.

iv

v

!d.

vi

Id.

37 C.F.R. §1.98, Jan. 1977 (see 42 FR 5590-91, 94 for comments); MPEP 609 3rd ed., 52nd
revision, p. 60 - 60.2 (Apr. 1977).

vii

37 C.F.R. §1.98, Jan. 1992 (see 57 FR 2030-31, 35 for comments); MPEP 609 5th ed., 14th
revision, p. 600-66 - 600-68 (Nov. 1992).

viii
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to date no 'Way
way has
been found to assure that the copies will
will
be available
available to the examiner by the first
action
them
action unless the applicant submits them
statement.
with the prior art statement..
Other changes to §§
§§ 1.97
1.97 through 1.99
1.99
from the proposal eliminate
eliminate unnecessary
unnecessary
language and clarify the requirements.
A
• contained
A notice published in 1974 '10
contained
guidelines for the citation of prior art
by applicants.
applicants. Many of those guidelines
are repeated or superseded.
superseded by §§
§§ 1.97
1.97
through 1.99. In
In order to anow
allow appli
appliadcants, attorneys and agents time to ad
just their procedn-.-e5
procedures to comply with the
requirements for
for prior art statements,
of s§
§§ 1.97
1.97 through
through 1.99
1.99
the effective date of
· will be
'19'77. Untn
be July
July I,
1,1977.
Until these new
new sec
sections become effective;
effective, applicant.s
applicants should
continue to
to follow ,the
the 1974
1974 guidelines.
guidelines.
Issuance
issuance of a revised notice,
notice, to take
take effect
effect
· July 1.
1, 1977,
1977, is under study.
A survey conducted by the Office
Office in
in
1976
1976 concludes
concludes that
that many applicants
have not been citing prior art
art to
to the
the
Office'u It
It is
Is hoped
hoped that
that with the duty
duty
Office.
'E.g, Fl:DEII.U.
Frm.mA REGlSTE!!.
nmxsrzs
of SepteJnber'
September 9,
9,
"E.g.,
of
.1968,
1968, 34
34 FR.
FR 14176,
14176, 866
866 O.G.
O.G. 1402;
1402; S.
S. 2255,
2255,
94th
94th Congress,
Congress. ~I 131(b).
131(b).
'·NotIce
-Notice at
of August
August 12,
12, 1974,926
1974, 924 O.G.
O.G. 22.
Patent, Trodemark
Trademark and
and C~pyrlght
:n-BMA'&
13UA's Patent,
Copyright
J'~
JournA No.
No. SOl,
301, October
October 28,
28, 1976,
1976, page
page D-l.
D-I.

of
of disclosure
disclosure expressly
c.o.:pre.."Sly set
setforth
forth in
in Z
~ 1.56,
l.5fl,
applicants
applicants will
will perceive
perceive that
thatItitIsb to
to their
their
advantage
advantage to
to use
use the
the procedures
procedure:; of
of
§§ 1.97
1.97 through
through 1.99.
1.99.
§§
Section
is amended
amended by
by designating
desiglUlting
Section 1.51
1.511s
the
the existing
existing rule
rule as
as § 1.511a)
1.511a.l and
and adding
adding
new
new §§ 1.51(b)
I.5Hb) which
which contains
contains a
a. reference
reIerence
to
to §§
§§ 1.97
1.97 through
through 1.99.
1.99.
FOiErIGri'
FOIlEIGI. IAGUAGE
L.-u;Gl1AGE OATES
Ot.ms
Amended
Amended § 1.52
1.52 and
and new
new § 1.69
1.(;9 are
arc
adopted as
as proposed.
proposed.
adopted
Section
Section 1.69
1.69 requires
requires that
that oaths
oaths and
and
declarations
declarations be
be in
in a
a language
lansunse which
which is
is
understood
understood by
by the individual
individualmaking
makincr the
the
oath
oath or
or declaration,
declaration, Le.,
Le., aa language
languagewhich
which
the
the individual
individual comprehends.
comprehends. If
I! the
the Inin
dividual
di\o'idual comprehends
comprehends the English
Eng1.Jsh lanlan
guage,
guage, he
he must use It. If
I! the
the individual
indhidunl
cannot comprehend
comprehend the English
Eng1.Jsh lanlrul
cannot
guage,
gunge, any oath
Q,ath or
or declaration
declaration must
must be
be
in
in aa language
language which
which the
the individual
indivIdual can
can
comprehend.
comprehend. If
I! an
an Individual
individual uses
uses aa lanlan
guage other
other than
than English
English for an
an oath
roth or
or
declaration, the
the oath or
or declaration
declamtion must
must
include
include a statement
statement that
that the individual
individual
understands
understands the content
content of,
of; any docudocu
ments
ments to which
'which the oath or declaation
decInmtion
relate;. IIf the documents are
nre in
in aa lanlrul
relates.
guage the individual
Indlvldunl cannot
cannot comprehend,
~mprehend,
the documents
documents may be
be explained
e.,\-plained to
to him
him
so that
that he is
is able to
to. understand
undel."Stand them.
The
provide approved
The Office
Office will provIde
approved transtrans
lations for as many
mnny of the oath
oath or decladecla
ration forms
Iorms which
which appear in Part
part; 3 of
of
Title 37 of the Code of Federal
TiUe
Federal RegulaRegula
tions,
in as many lIntions. as practicable,
practicable, and in
lrul
guages as practicable, probably using
usIng a
side-by-side
English/foreign l.anguage
language
side-by-side Engllsh/foreirrn
availability of the !orelGIl
foreign
format. The availabWty
in the
language forms will be announced
announced In
Official Gazette at a
a later date.
The change
providing lor
for an
change in §§ 1.52, prO'l.idins
requirement that oaths
exception to the requirement.
oaUls
In the Engllsh
English lan
lanand declarations be in
necessitated by the adoption of
guage, is necessItated
of
§ 1.69.
1.69.
opposed
Although very few persons oppo.oed
1.69, severn!
several sur-ge::ted.
suggested that
that
§§§
§ 1.52 and 1.69,
exthe philosophy behind the change
ch311~e be ex:
to the specification.
specification, requ1r'.IlljJ
requiring the
tended to.
in Il.
a language
language which
which
specification to be in
accompanied
understands, nccomJY.Ulled
the applicant
applicant underst.o.nds,
Tis suzses
suggesby an English translation. T.ais
feasible because
tion was not considered leasiblethe npplIcant
applicant
of the obvious burdens on the
the danger to the nppllcnnt
applicant and the
the
and the
public if
if the trnnslaUon
translation bIs not lIt.erolly
literally
correct. Al.s<I,
Also, if
If aa large number of appli
applicorrect~
in na foreign
foreign language,
cations were filed in
there would besignillcnnt
be significant nclm1nistrnti\"e
administrative
there
on the
the Office. Attention
Attention is
is di
diburdens on
to the Manual of Patent Exflmin
Examinrected t<l
6081, whIch.
which permits
permits
ing Procedure, §§ 608.'1,
language applicatioIl!;
applications to be
non-English language
filed in
in certain llmlted
limited cireumstaru:es.
circumstances.
filed
Other suggested
suggested modificaUons
modifications of the
the
proposed rule included: (1)
(1) using an
an
proposed
English langunge
language oath or
or declarntlon
declaration
English
with one additional clause in
in aa language
language
with
by the person mo.k1ng
making the
the
understood by
oath or
or declaration,
declaration, the
the clause
clause stating
oath
understands all the doc
docthat the person understands
to which the oath or.declaration
or declaration
uments to
relates; and
and (2)
(2) extending the
the two
relates;
grace perIod
period lor
for fi1hlg
filing an
an English
Englsh
month grnee
translation of
of an
an oath
oath or
or declarntion
declaration
translation
filed under
under §§ 1.65.
1.65.
filed

391
S591
After
After due
due consideration,
consideratioD. suggestion
SUggestion(1)
n)
was
WIl5 believed
belIeved not
not; to
to accomplish
accomplish the
the obob
Jectives
jectives of
o! the
the rule
rule aswell
asweUas
asthe
theadopted
adopted.
rule.
unsatisrule.Suggestion
Suggestion (2)
(2) wouldcause
wouldcanseunsatrs
factory
!o.ctory delays
delays in
in the
theinitial
initial processing
precessing of
of
applications.
applications.
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DECISIons 4MD

Section
Section 1.14(d)
1.14td) makes
ma1:es more
more explicit
explicit

the
the conditions
conditions under
under which
which significant
significant
decisions
decisions of
of the Patent
Patelt and
and Trademark
Trademark
Office
Office will
will be
be made
made available
a.,niIable to the
the pubpub
lie,
lIc. and
and Includes
includes reference
reference to
to decisions
decisfons
of
of the
the Board
Brord of
of Patent
Patent Interferences,
Interferences. in
in
addition
addition to
to decisions
decisions of
of the
theBoard
Boord of
o! Air.<\1'
peals
peals and
and the
the Commissioner.
Commi.c:sioner.
A
A large
large majority
majority of
o! the
the comments
comments rere
ceived
ceived were
..ere favorable.
favorable. Several
Se\"eraI comnencommen
tators
tators felt
felt that more
more decisions
decisions would
""mud be
be
made
made available
available as
as aa result
result of
of the propro
posed
POCed section
section and that
that itit would
wonId assist
assb--t in
in
publicizing
public1zIng aspects
aspects of
of Office
Office procedure
procedure
which
which may
may not
not. have
have been
been available
amilabIe prepre
viously.
"iousIy.
Some
&>me negative
negative comments
comments were based
based
on
on the
the view
vIew that
that the Freedom
Freedom of
o! InforInfor
mation
nmtion Act
Act tt required
required all decisions
decisions of
of the
Office
Office to be
be made
made publicly
publicly available.
available. A
A
greater
opposing the
greater number of those
those opposing
proposed
section, however,
prop;:lzed section,
hCit':ln"er, felt that
that apap
plicants
plicants should
shonId have an
an absolute
absolute right
tight to
fo
have
applications maintained
have their
their applications
maintained in
in
confidence
confidence and that no information
information
without specific
specific
should be made
nmde public without
authorization
authorization from
from them.
them. One commenCOlImlen
tator
taror felt that rulemaking
ruIemaking on
on this
t1rls subsub
ject
ject should
should be deferred
deferred until currently
currently
pending
I under the
pendin!; litigation
litigation'"
the Freedom
Freedom
of Information
Act was finally
Information Act
finallp- resolved.
resoI.,ed.
The section as adopted is
applicable to
Tne
is applicab!e
to
decisions
by the ColllIlilisioner
Commissioner
decisions deemed tw

Interpretation of patent
to involve
inyol\·e an interpretation
p::ztent
regulations that
laws or reGUIations
that would
wonId be of sigsig
nificant
denificant precedent
precedent value,
mIue. where such
sui!h de
cisions
are contruned
contained in
cisions nre
in either pending
pending
or abandoned
applications or
abandoned applications
or inin interinter
ference files
open ro
to the
:files not otherwise
otherwf.se open
public.
It
is
applicable
whether
or
not
publIc. It; is applicable whether
·not
Is a final decision
the decision
decI!;Jon is
decL"ion of the
tn:::
Patent and Trademark
"D:ademnrk Office
Office.
in the first
The parenthetical
parenthetical phrase
phrase In
rentence or
of the proposed
section, whlch
which
centence
propoced section.
cited other pro.,isions
provisions of the rules:
rules under
under
which decisions are open
open to public
inwhIch
pUblfc in
spection, Js
is deleted c.s
as unneces;oary
unneces-ary ::.no
and
spectIon,
pozibly contusing.
confusing. Also, in
In view of
of
pozsibly
several comments reecl\"ed,
received, the
the period
period 0:
of
severnl
during whIch
Wch m1
an applicant or ~
party
time durin!;
in intere;:;t
Interest may object to.
to having aa de
dein
cision mnde
made public is
Is extended from
from one
cIsJon
month to two.
two month!:;.
months. At
At least
least twenty
days is
Is given to request reconsideration
reconsideration
da~'S
seek court review before aa decisio!l
decision
and seek
Is mnde
made public
public over
over an
an objection_
objectionJs
1.14(d) is
is considered
considered to place aa
Section 1.14(d)
duty on
on the
the Patent;
Patent o.nd
and Trademark Office
Office
duty
Identify significant
significant decisions and to
to
to fdentliy
take the steps nec~
necessary to inform
Inform the
the
bke
public of
of such
such decisions,
decisions, by
by publication
publication
public
of such
such decisions.
decisions, in
in whole
whole or in
in pm.
part. It
It
of
anticipated, ho
however,
that no
no more
more
bIs anticipated.
.....ever. that
than a few
few dozen
dozen deci.o:,fons
decisions per
per :gear
year will
wi
deemed of sufficIent
sufficient importance
importance to
to
be deemed
publication under
under the.authority
the authority warrant publIcation
of this
this .cect:fon.
section.
of
..
= Ii5 'Usc
IUSC 552552.
>=
= Zror-T v. Gott3cli.aIl:.
Gottsdcho.7 Slip
Slip Oplrdun.l'o.
Oplnlorn No. 7474uITOT'..$V.
1365
(D.C.
Cir,
October 21.1S76).
21, 1M7C).
1365 (D.C. CIr.. October
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RULES AND
AND REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS
RULES

Amended §§ 1.14(b)
1.l4(b) allows
allows public
public inin- for
for the
the educational
educational and
and experience
experience benben
Amended
spection of
of abandoned
abandoned applications
applications rere- efits
efim to
to the
the examiners
examiners themselves.
themselves.
spection
The
ferrec;l to
to in
in defensive
defensive publications.
publications. The
The
~e only
only opposition
opposition to the
the section
section was
was
ferred
comments received
received on.
o~ the
the proposed
proposed based
based on
on the
the feeling
feeling that
that oral
oral hearings
hearings
comments
topiC in
in 1974
1974 exex- would
would be
be discouraged.
discouraged. The
The rule
rule isis inin
amendment on
on this
this topic
amendment
pressed no
no opposition
opposition and
and the
the proposal
proposal is
is tended
tended to
to discourage
discourage oral
oral hearings
hearings only
only
pressed
to
change.'
to the
the same
same extent
extent as
as the
the Office's
Office's 1975
1975
adopted without
without change.
adopted
V1
The amendment
amendment Is
is intended
intended to
to enen- Official
Official Gazette
Gazette notice
notice on
on the
the subject.
subject!''
The
Section
1.194(a)
indicates
that
oral
cOlll'age
use
of
the
defensive
publication
Section
1.194{a)
indicates
that
oral
courage use of the defensive publication hearings should not be requested as a
program provided
provided under
under §§ 1.139.
1.139. The
The obob- hearings should not be requested as a
program
that program
program is to make
make availavail- matter
matter of
of coursein
courserin every
every appeal,
appeal, but
but
jective of
of that
jective
able to
to the
the public
public the
the technical,
technical. disdis- only
only in those
those circumstances
circumstances where
where the
the
able
closure of
of applications
applications in
in which
which the appellant
appellant feels
feels that
that such
such aa hearing
hearing will
will
closure
proper
to
the
owner prefers
prefers to
to publish
publish an
an abstract
abstract in
in be
be of
of material
material assistance
assistance to
proper
owner
an examination.
examination. ExistExtst-, presentation
presentation of
of the appeal.
appeal. The
The section
section
lieu of
of obtaining
obtaining an
lieu
§§ 1.11(b)
1.11<b) and
and 1.139
1.139 open
open the
the comcom- expressly
expressly provides
provides that equal
equal consideraconsidera
ing §§
Ing
plete defensive
defensive publication
publication application
application tion will
will be
be accorded
accorded in
in deciding
deciding all
all apap
plete
to Inspection
inspection by
by the
the general
general public
public upon
upon peals, whether
whether or
or not
not an oral
oral hearing
hearing is
to
the abstract.
abstract. With the held.
publication of
of the
publication
amendment, an
an abandoned
abandoned application
applicatIon , In
In appeals
appeals where
where the appellant
appellant has
has rere
amendment,
referred to
to in
in aa defensive
defensive publication
publication apap- quested
quested an
an oral
oral hearing, § 1.194(b)
1.194(b) propro
referred
plicatlon will
will likewise
likewise be"
be' open
open to
to public
public vides
vides for oral
oral argument
argument by, or on
on behalf
behalf
plication
inspection, avoiding
avoiding any
any need
need to repeat
repeat oi,
o~, the
the primary
primary examiner,
examiner, if
if such
such arguargu
inspection,
its contents
in the defensive
defensive publication
publication ment
ment is
is considered
considered to be
be helpful
helpful by
contents In
its
primary examiner
examiner or the
application. Thus,
Thus, public availability
aVailability of
of either
either the primary
application.
~e applications
involved should
should be
be of Board.
Boarel. This provision incorporates
incorPorates the
applications involved
t~e
benefit both to the
the applicant
applicant and the present
present practice
practice of permitting
permitting examiners
e."ffiminers
benefit
to present
argument befbre
public.
present an oral
oral -argument
before the
public.
A suggestion
suggestion~was
made that
that the section
Board.'" ItIt gives the Board
Board additional
additional
section Board.s
was made
A
, be
be extended
still further
further to include
discretionary authority
authority to request
request prespres
include aban- discretionary
extended still
doned applications
applications referred
referred to in foreign
foreign entation
entation of an
an oral
oral argument
argument by, or on
on
doned
patents. This
examiner to ensure that
that
suggestion, however, goes behalf of the examiner
This suggestion,
patents.
pretoo far
issues are fully and accurately
accurately pre
far beyond the proposal that was all issues
too
published and has too uncertain
uncertain an imim- sented.
published
1.194(c) provides,
to be
adopted at
at this time.
Section 1.194{c)
provides, as
as does
does expact to
be adopted
pact
isting §§ 1.194,
be as-'
as-"
provides earlier
1.194, that
that appeals
appeals will
will be
Amended
earlier isting
1.11(a) provides
Amended §§ 1.11<a)
gigned for
for consideration
access
to the
the file
file of
of an
consideration. and
and decision
decision
which signed
interference which
an interference
access to
without an
oral hearing
hearing where
where none
none has
involved aa patent
patent or
application on
on without
an oral
has
or an application
involved
been
requested
by
the
appellant.
Where
which
a
l>atent
has
issued.
All
comments
been
requested
by
the
appellant.
Where
comments
All
has
issued.
patent
which a
an oral
hearing has
has been
been requested,
that
on the
proposal' an
oral hearing
requested, aa
the 1974 proposal
submitted on
were submitted
that were
day of
of hearing
hearing will
be set,
this topic
and two
two day
will be
set. and
and both
both apap
on this
were favorable
favorable and
topic were
on
pellant and
and the
the primary
examiner will
commentators felt the proposal should be pellan~
l>:Imary examiIler
will
commentators
being be notified. A provision
prOVISion for notice to the
extended
The proposal
proposal is
is being
further. The
extended further.
is added to
adopted without
without change
examiner is
to the
the proposed
proposed verver
change.
adopted
sion. Additionally,
1.194(c) reflects
the
to the
Additionally, §§ 1.194{c)
reflects the
, Under
present :practi~e
the sion.
access to
practice, access
Under present
present practice
of liI¢,ting
limiting oral
oral argu
argufile
of an
an interference
permitted present
practice of
is not
not permitted
file of
interference is'
ment on
behalf of
of the
the appellant
appellant to
~>n. be~
to
until
judicial review
of ment
of the
the decision
decision of
review of
until judicial
twenty mmutes.
minutes.=' The
The time
time permitted
permitted for
for
the. Board of
has twenty
Interferences has
of Patent
Patent Interferences
the.Board
argument
by
the
examiner
has
been
by the exa~er has been
been
section argument
The amended
amended section
been exhausted.
exhausted. The
shortened from
from twenty
minutes, as
as proallows
tw~nty mmutes.
pro
final decldeci- shortened
file after
after final
to the
the ;file
access to
allows access
posed,
to
fifteen
minutes. The
The examiner,
sion
of
the
Board
of
Patent
Interferposed,
to
:fifteen
mmutes.
examiner,
sion of the Board of Patent Interfer- unlike the appellant, will not ordinarily
ences
unlike the appellant, will not ordinarily
is an
an award
award of
of need
ences if
if that
that decision
decision is
time to
to present
present the
the facts
facts of
of the
the
as to
to all
time
priority as
priority
all parties.
parties. It
It is
is believedbelieved need
case or
or for
for rebuttal.
rebuttal
that such earlier access will
be
of
benefit
case
will
benefit
In any
any appeal
appeal where
where oral
oral argum~nt
argument is
is
the public
to
by making
making to In
of'the
public by
to members
members of'
be presente!I
presented by,
by, or
or on
on behalf
behalf of,
of, the
the
available
information
relevant
to
be
the fsis- to
available information relevant to the
primary exammer,
examiner, the
the appellant
appellant will
will be
be
suance
the primary
or not
not the
whether or
the patent
patent whether
of the
suance of
given due
due notIce
notice of
of that
that fact.
fact.
adgiven
interference
decision
is
still
being
is
still
being
adinterference
decision
Proposed
1.196(b) would
would have
have auau0posed §§ 1.196{b)
judicated.
P.t:
judicated.
thorized the
the Board
Board of
of Appeals
Appeals to
to reject
reject
PATENT
,ApPEALS
thonzed
PATENT APPEALS
allowed claims, in
in cases before it, whenwhenallowed
ever the Board had
had knowledge of
Section 1.194 clarifies
clarifies the circum- ever
stances
stances in which oral
oral hearings should grounds for so doing.
commenting
be requested.
While aa majority of those commenting
requested, provides for
for oral argusection favored
favored in
in principle the
ments by.
by. or
or on
on behalf of examfuers
examiners in
in on this section
concept of allowing the
the Board to
to have
have
certain
certain appeals, and reduces
reduces the time
time concept
this right,
right, significant
significant concern was voiced
permitted
this
permitted for
for oral arguments.
arguments.
that there was no statutory
statutory authority
authority
Comments relating to this
this section
section that,there
Board to
to actually
actually reject
reject allowed
allowed
were
were favorable
favorable by
by a.' very
very substantial for the Board
claims. Further,
Further, the
the question
question of
of proper
proper
majority,
majority, although
although there
there were several claims.
authority for judicial review of such
such ac
acreservations
reservations to
to the
the effect
effect that-§
that-§ 1.194{a)
1.194(a) authority
by ·the
.the Board was aa matter of con
contended
tended to
to discourage
discourage Or
or downgrade
downgrade oral
oral tion by
cern. Other
Other reasons
reasons advanced
advanced in
in opposiopposiarguments.
arguments. Participation by
by examiners
examiners cern.
See notice
notice or
of March
March 20,
20, 1975
1975, 933
933 O.G
O.G.
was considered
considered to
to be
be desirable
desirable not
not only
was'
U- See
1010.
from
••
from the
the standpoint
standpoint of improving the 1010.
15AUP, 5 1209.
overall
presentation
of the argument,
§ 1209.
overall
presentation
10See
notice
of March
March 20,
20, 1975,
1975, 933
933 O.G.
O.G.
....i ul
'.
,."'MPEP,
See notice
or
particularly
in complex
complex ~ases,
cases, but
but also
also 1010.
1010.
pal"
c arly in
_

tion
tion to
to the
the section
section were
were that
that applicants
applicants
would
would be
be inhibited
inhibited from
from appealing
appealing by
by
the
the riskl
risE; of
of having
having allowed
allowed claims
claims rere
jected
jected and
and that
that the
the proposal
proPOSal would
would crecrc"
ate
ate aa higher
higher presumption
presumption of
of validity
validity in
in
cases
cases reviewed
reviewed by
by the
the Board,
Board. AA signifisiffOifl
cant
commented that
cant number
number ',commented
th(~t It
it would
would
be
be more
more appropriate
appropriate for
for the
the Board
Board to
to rere"
mand
the case
case to
to the
the primary
primary examiner
examiner
mand the
for consideration
consideration of
of the
the grounds
grounds raised
raised
by
by the Board.
Board. This
This would
would afford
afford the
tho apap
plicant
plicant an
an opportunity
opportunity to
to demonstrate
demonstrate
the
the patentability
patentability of
of the
the claims
claims and
and would
would '
remove
remove any
any question
question as
as to
to statutory
authority.
authority.
In
In view
view of
of the
the comments
comments received,
received, exox
isting
fsting §§ 1.196(b)
1.196(b) will not be
be modified,
mod1fled, but
but
aa new
§
1.196(d)
is
added
providing
exnew 1.196{d) is added providing ex
press
press authority
authOrity for the Board
Board of
of Appeals
Appeals
to
to include,
include, in
in Its
its decision,
decislon, a statement
statement of
of
any grounds
any allowed
allowed
grounds for rejecting
rejecting any
claim
claim that
that It
it believes
believes should
shOUld be
be concon..
sidered
sidered by
by the primary
primary examiner.
examiner. Section
Section
1.196(d)
Board may
may
1.196(d) provides
provides that the Board
remand
remand the
the case to
to the
the examiner
examiner for
for
such
applisuch consideration,
consideration. and
and that
that the
the appli
cant shall
shall have
have an opportunity
opportunity to
to ro
ro-o
spend
spond to
to the
the grounds
grounds set forth by
by the
tho
Board
the ex
ex-..
Board prior
prior to consideration
consideration by
by tho
aminer. If
aminer.
If the
the previously
previously allowed
allowed claims
claims
are
are rejected
rejected by
by the examiner,
examiner. the
the rejecrejeo"
tion
tion may be appealed
appealed to the
the Board.
Board.
The new section
further
provides
that
section
that
6a decision of the Board which
Includes aa
which inoludes
remand
will
not
be
considered
as
a
final
remand wllI not be considered as n 1lnal
the Board,
the case,
case, but
but that
that tho
Board
decision in
in the
following conclusion
following
conclusion of
of the
the jroceedlngs
proceedinfi~
before the primary examiner, will either
either
adopt
adopt its earlier
earlier decision
decision as final
flnal or
or will
render aa new
based on
on all
aprender
new decision
decision based
all ap
pealed claims, as itit considers approappro ..
In either case, final action
the
priate. In
action by thO
Board will
will give
rise to
to the
the existing
Board
give rise
existing alteralter..
natives available
available to
appellant follow~atives
to an
an appellant
follow
ing a decision by the Board.
mg
In
situations
wh6re
the
primary
exIn situations where the primary ex
aminer concludes
concludes after
after consideration
consideration of
of
aminer
all the
the evidence
evidence and
and argument
that the
the
all
argument thnt
remanded claims
claims shOuld
should be
be allowed,
allowed, tho
the
remanded
new
rule dealing
dealing with
with reasons
reasons for
for allow
allow-..
new rule
1.109) provides
ance (Q
(§ 1.109)
provides an appropriate
mechanism
tho
mechanism for him to explain, on the
this
record, his reasoning for coming to thIs
conclusion,
notwithstanding the
conclUSion, notWithstanding
the grounds
grounds
set forth by the Board in
In its
its statement.
statement,
set
Promulgation of new §§ 1.190(d)
1.190(d) docs
does
not affect
affect the
the Board's
Board's existing
existing authority
authority
not
to 'remand
'remand aa case
case to
to the
the primary
primary ex
ex-..
to
aminer without
without rendering
rendering t\a decision
decision in
aminer
appropriate
circumstances.
Section
appropriate
circumstances.
Scotton
1.196(d) is not intended
intended as an instrucinstruo
1.196(d)
tion to
to the
the Board
Board to
to reexamine
reexamine evory
every
tion
allowed claim
claim in
in every
every appe(\led
appealed applica
applicaapowed
tion. It
It Is,
Is, rather,
rather, intended
intended to
to give
give the
the
tIon.
Board express
express authority
authority to
to act
acnt when
when it
It
Board
becomes apparent,
apparent, during the considera
considera-..
tion of
of rejected
rejected claims,
claims, that
that one
one or
or more
mere
tion
allowed claims
claims may
may be
be subject
subject to
to rejeo
rejecallowed
tion on
on either
either the
the same
same or
or on
on difIercnt
different
tion
grounds from
from those
those applied
applied against
against the
the
grounds
rejected claims.
claims.
r~Jected
REASONS FOR
roR A~LOWANCE
A LOvANCE
REASONS
New §§ 1.109
1.109 is
is intended
Intended to
to emphasize
emphasize
New
and formalize
formalize the
the examiner's
examiner's autho1'lty
authority
and
to state
state his
his reasoning
reasoning for
for allowing
allowing Il
a
to
claim or
or claims.
claims. The
The authorIty
authority is
is discre
discre-..
claim
tionary with
with the
the examiner
examiner and
and is
Is only
only to,
to
tionary
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otherbe used when
when the record does not other
wise reveal the reasons for allowance.
allowance.
A-majority of the comments received
- favored the rule as proposed
proposed because
because it
It
would tend to provide
provide courts and others
who were
were reviewing the patent with a
clearer record. Those who opposed the
clearer
often gave the reason that the
rule most often
examiner might fail to state all the rearea
sons or the strongest reasons
reasons why a claim
was allowed, which could place unnecesunneces
create
sary limitations on the claims or creat.e
an estoppel in
in subsequent litigation or
or
licensing.
To help insure that the _examiner's
examiner's
statement of his reasoning
reasoning in allowing a
unnecessarily limit the
claiiQ.-will not unnecessarily
claim-will
a final sen
sen. claims
c1a.ims or create an estoppel, a.
tence is added
added to the proposal which
which
states ,that
to
-that failure of the applicant to
comment upon or rebut
rebut the examiner's
reasoning "shall not give rise to any
implication
implication that the applicant agrees
agrees
in the reasoning of
of
acquiesces in
. with or acquiesces
the
tlie examiner."
Several- commenters
commenters suggested that
Several'
stricter enforcement
enforcement of §§ 1.111 and 1.133
1;133
would eliminate the need for a new rule
concerning reasons
Situaconcerning
reasons for allowance. Situa
tions exist, however, where a statement
stat.ement
of reasons for allowance
helpallowance could be help
ful, for example when an examiner
withful,
examiner with
draws a rejection
-reasons not sug
sugrejection for ·reasons
gested by the applicant; when an appliappli
cant submits several
several arguments
arguments for
allowing aa claim
claim and the examiner finds
not
all of theni
persuasive; when an
them persuasive;
an
examiner
first
eX8J:Ili.D.er allows
allows aa claim
claim on the first
Office action after citing
very close prior
citing Very
prior
art; and when
when the examiner allows a
after remand from the Board of
of
..claim
claim after
Appeals (see new:
new §§ 1.196(d».
1.196(d)).
Appeals
sentence of the proposed ~e
rule
The first sentence
is changed
precisely the
changed to define more precisely
circumstances
circumstances in which an examiner'sexaminer's
statement
well as to
to
statement is appropriate, as well
define.more
define.more precisely the content of the
statement. The statement
statement will include
the examiner's
examiner's "reasoning."
"reasoning." The examexam
reasoning whenever
whenever
iner may state his reasonmg
he "believes that the record of the proseprose
cution as a whole does not make clear
clear
his reasons for allowing a claim or
or
claims.'
claims."
,
Several
tha.t the
Several persons commented that
rule should provide
provide a procedure for
appeal
appeal from the examiner's
examiner's statement of
hiS
ap
his reasoning. The rule does permit apcomment upon the e:mm
examplicants to comment
Iner's reasoning. If
If the applicant does
iner's
not wish to comment, he may reserve for
a later proceeding, without prejudice,
any rebuttal.
TE
RULEs ADOPTED
TExT
OF RULES
ADO~TED

After consideration
consideration of the comments
received
received and pursuant
pursUant to the authority
contained in §§ 6 of Title
Title 35 of the United
Unit.ed
States 'Code,
Code, Part 1 of Title 37 of the
states
Regulations is amended
Code of Federal
Federal Regulations
as set forth below.
1. Section
Section 1.11 is revised
revised to read as
follows:
follows:
§ 1.11
1.11

F~es open to the public.
Files

. (a)
(a) Aft.er
has been issued,
After aa. patent has
the SPeCification,
specification, drawings, and all pa
papers relating to the case in the :file
file of
of

Inspection by the
the patent
patent are open to inspecUon
the
general public, and copies may be ob
obtained upon paying the fee therefor. Af
Afaward of priority by the Board
Board
ter an award
of Patent Interferences
Interferences as to nll
all parties,
parties,
the file of any interference
interference which in
involved a patent, or an appUcation
application on
on
which a patent
patent has issued, is
s1mllarly
Is similarly
open to public
pubUc inspection and procureprocure
ment of copies. See §§ 2.27 for trademark
trademark
files.
files.,'
(b) All
appUcations and all ap
(b)
All reissue applications
applications in
in which the Office has ac
accepted a request filed under §§ 1.139,
1.139, and
related papers in the application
application file,
:file, are
related
open to inspection
inspection by the general
general public,
pubUc,
and copies may
ma.y be obtained upon paying
paying
the fee therefor. The fling
:filing of reissue
will be announced
a.pplications
applications will
announced in the
Offlcial Ga
ette. The announcement
announcement shnll
shall
OfficiaZ
Gazette.
include
filing date.
date, reIssue
reissue
include at least the :filing
numbers,
application and original patent numbers,
-title,
intitle, class
class and subclass, name
nrune of the in
record,
ventor, name of the owner
owner of r~rd,
name of the attorney
attorney or agent of record,
and e.xamining
group to whIch.
the rclssue
examining group
whichthe
reissue
application is assigned.
nsslgned.
(d)
2. In
In § 1.14 paragraphs
paragraphs (b)
(b) and (d)
are revised to read as follows:
§ 1.14
1.14 Patent
Potent opplicalion/i
presen'..od in
applications preserved
in
sccrcc),.
secrecy.

•

*

•

S

•
S

•
S

0o

.
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public over
pubUc
over their objection.
objection. See §§ 2.27 for
trademark applications.
appUcations.
•
trademark
3. Section 1.51 is revised to read as '
follows:
follows:
§ 1.51 General
of an appli
appliGeneral requisites or
cation.
cation.
Applications for patents
patents must be
made to the Commissioner
Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks. A complete appUcation
application
comprises:
comprises:
(1)
Including a claim
claim
(1) A specification,
specification, including
1.71 to 1.77.
or claims, see §§ 1.'11
(2)
declaration, see §§
§§ 1.65
(2) An oath or declaration,
1.65
andl.68.
and 1.68.
(3)
(3) Drawings,
Drawings, when
when necessary,
necessary. see
§§
§§ 1.81 to 1.88.
1.88.
(4) T'ne
The prescribed
prescribed filing
:filing fee. (See 35
USC
forfillng fees.)
USC section 41 for:filing
(b)
(b) Applicants are encouraged
encouraged to file
a prior art statement
statement at the time of filing
:filing
the appUcation
application or within three months
through 1.99.
1.99.
thereafter. See §§ 1.97 through
In § 1.52
(a) is
Is revised
revised
4. In
1.52 paragraph (a)
to read as follows:
1.52 Language,
languagc paper, writing, mar§ 1.52.
gins.
SUl$.
(a) The
The specification
specification and oath or decdec
laration must be In the English language
except as provided in
in § 1.69. All
All papers
papers
which
perwhich are to become a part of the per_
manentrecordsf
Trademanentrecords..oI the Patent
Patent and Trade
mark Office must be legibly written or
or
printed In pennanent
permanent ink.or
ink-or Hs
its equivaprInt.ed
equiva
lent in
in quality. All
AIl of the application
appUcation
a- Jorm
must be presented
presented in 2'
lorm
papers must
having sufficient
clarity and contrast
beha\ing
SUfficient cIarny
conttast be
printtween the paper and the writing or print
ing thereon to permit
permit the production
production of
of
readily legible copIes
copies in any number by
readIly
use of photographic, electrostatic,
electrostatic. photophoto
offset, and
microfilming processes. If
If !he
the
o1l'set,
and micro1lIming
Papers are not of the required
required quality,
substitute typewritten
substitute
typewritten or printed papers
of suitable quality
of
quality may be required.
(a)
(a)

=_

Except as provided in § 1.11<b)
Except
1.11(b)
abandoned
not
are likewise not
abandoned applications arc
open 10
pubUc inspection,
inspection, except that U
to public
if
an application referred.
U.s. pat
referred to in a U.S.
patin an application which iss open
ent, or 1n
open
to inspection pursuant
pursuant to § 1.139, is abanaban
doned and is available, itit may be inin
obtained by any person
person
spected or copies
copIes obta.1ned
on written request, without
wIthout notice to the
the
applicant. Abandoned applications
applications may
be destroyed
destroyed after
after 20 years from their
filing date,
which par::filing
date. except
e....ccpt those
those to whioh
par
ticular attention has been called
called and
and
•
•
•
•
•
which have
have been marked
marked for preservapreserva
5. Section
1.56 is re\ised
revised to read as
Section 1.56
tion. Abandoned
Abandoned applications
appUcatlons will
will not be follows:
follows:
returned.
§ 1.56
1.56 DUly
Duty of
striking of
or disclosure; !trikin~
of
•
npplications.
.,
applications.
•
•
•
(d)
of ApAp
decision of the Board of
(d) Any decisIon
(a) A duty of candor and good faith
peals _or the Board of Pat.ent
Patent Interferpeals.9r
Interfer toward the :E.'at.ent
Patent and Trademark
Office
Trademark Office
ences.
ences, or any decision -of the Commis
Commis- rests on the inventor, on each
each attorney
attorney
sioner on petition,
petition. not otherwise
otherwise open
open to
to or agent who prepares
prepares or prosecutes
prosecutes the
or application
public inspection shall
shnll be published or
other-individual
appUcation and on every
every other·individual
inspection If:
made available
avallable for public
public J.nspeotion
U: who is substantively
substantively involved in
in the prepprep
Commissioner beHoves
believes the deci
deci- aration
(1) The Commissioner
prosecution of the application
application
aration or prosecution
sion involves
involves an interpretation
interpretation of patent
pat.ent and who is associated
the Inventor,
associated with the.
inventor.
laws or regulations
would be of im
regulations that would
Im- with the assignee
assIgnee or with anyone to
to
precedent value; and (2)
portant precedent
(2) the whom there Is
assign
is an obligation
obligation to assIgn
applicant or any party involved
applicant;
involved in the the application.
appUcation. All
All such individuals have
interference,
not within
interference, does not,
within two months
months a duty to disclose to the Office informainforma
after
being
notified
of
the intention to
to tion they are aware of which is
alter
notlfled
i- material
material
make the decision public, object In
in writ
writ- to the examination
application.
examination of the appUcation.
ing on the ground that the decision dis
dis- Such information is material where there
closes
confidential is a substant1alUkel1hood
closes a trade secret
secret or other confidential
substantial likelihood that a reason
reasoninformation.
If a decision discloses
information. U
discloses such
such able examiner
examiner would consider
It imporconsider it
impor
information, the applicant or party shall
shnll tant in
deciding whether to allow
in deciding
allow the
identify
Identify the deletions
deletions in the text of the appUcation
application to i.~e
ksue as a patent. The duty
decision
considered necessary to protect
protect is commensurate
decision considered
commensurate with the degree
degree of inin
the information.
If it
information. U
it is considered
consIdered the volvement
preparation or prosecu
prosecuvolvement in
in the preparation
appUcation.
entire
entire decision must be withheld from tion of the application.
(b) Disclosures
Disclosures pursuant
pursuant to this secsec
the public to protect such
such information,
information,
may be made to the Office through
through
the applicant or party
tlie
party must explain
e.'tJ)lnin why. tion
an attorney
attorney or agent having responsi
responsiparties will be given
slven time, bility
Applicants or parties
bwty for the preparation
preparation or prosecution
prosecution
less than twenty days, to request
request of the application
not Jess
application or through an
an in
Inreconsideration and seek court review bebe ventor who is acting in
reconsideration
in his own behalf.
attorney, agent or
or
Disclosure to such an attorney.
fore any portions
portions of decIsIons
decisions are made Disclosure
(b)

an

..
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1.68. Se~
See §§. 1.153 for deinventor shall satisfy
satisfy the duty, with re- prescribed
prescribed in §.§ 1.68.
de- §§ 1.99
prior art
statement.
1.09 Updating of
of prior
art statement,
spect to the information disclosed, of sign cases
for plant cases.
cases and §§ 1.162
1.162 f~r
If prior
prior to
issuance
of
n patent
patent an
an
If
to
issuance
of
a
any
other individual
individual. Such
Such an attorney,
any other
*
•.
•.*
**
..
applicant,
pursuant to
to his
duty
of
dlsclo..
applicant, pursuant
his
duty
of
discloagent
or inventor
duty ,to
to trans-"
trans8. Section
1.69 is
is added
added to
to read
as sure under §ti 1.56',
agent or
inventor has
has no
no duty
8.
Section 1.69
read as
tho
1.56, wishes to
to bring to the
mit information
information which
not material
material to
to 'follows'
follows:
mit
which is
is not
attention of the Office additional
pat..
additional patthe
examination of the a
application.
the examination
pplication.'
ents,
publications or
information
ents, publications
or other
other information
(c)
Any application,
application may .be
be stricken §§ 1.69 Foreign
Foreign language
dec- not
(c) Any
language oaths and decpreviously
submitted,
the additionnl
not
previously
submitted,
the
additional
from the
files if:,
if: (1)
(1) Sign6d
larations.
Signed or
or sworn
sworn
Iarations.
information
should be
be submitted
from
the files
information should
submitted to
to tho
the
to
in
blank,
or
without
actual
inspection'
(a)
Whenever
an
individual
making
am
to in blank, or without actual inspection'
(a) Whenever an individual making all Office with reasonable
reasonable promptness.
promptness. It
It
by
the
applicant;
or
oath
or
declaration
cannot
understand
by the applicant; o r ,
oath or declaration cannot understand may be included in a supplemental
supplemental prior
prior
(2)
Altered
or
partly
filled
in
after
English,
the
oath
or
declaration
mtist
be
(2) Altered or partly filled in after English, the oath or declaration mUst be art
art statement.
may be
statement or may
be incorporated
incorporated
being signed
or sworn
sworn to.
in
a, language
that such
such individual
can into other communications to
being
signed or
to.
_
in a.
language that
individual can
to be
be concon..
(d)
An
application
shall
be
stricken
understand
and
shall
state
(d) An application shall be stricken Uhderstand and shall state that such in- sidered
sidered by the examiner.
examiner. Any
transmit..
Any transmitfrom
files
the
if
it
is
established
by
clear
dividual
understands
the
content
of any
any tal of additional information
from the files if it is established by clear dividual understands the content of
shall be
Information shall
be
and convincing
evidence that
any fraud
fraud documents
to which
or declaradeclara- accOmpanied
that any
documents to
which the
the oath
oath or
'by explanations
explanations of relerelo
and
convincing evidence
accompanied
was
or attempted
attempted on
the Office
Office tion relates.
on the
vance and
and by
copies in accordance
accordance with
with
was practiced
practiced or
vance
by copies
in connection
with it
it or
or that
that there
there was
(b) Unless
the text
or the requirements
in
connection with
was
(b)
Unless the
text" of
of any oath or
~equirements of
!i 1.98.
1.98.
of
§
any violation of the duty of disclosure declaration in a language other than
any violation
of the
dutynegligence.
of disclosure English
declaration
a language
other
than
13.
Section 1.109
1.109 is
read as
13. Section
through
is added
bad faith
added to
or
gross
to read
as
is a.
a in
form
provided or
approved follOWS:
through
faith
or gross
negligence.
English
is
form provided
or approved
6. In
In bad
the
heading
preceding
1 1.65 -by
by the
the Patent.
Patent and
it follows:
6.
the heading
preceding
§.1.65
and Trademark
Trademark Ofice,
Office, it
"STATEAMNT"'is deleted.
deleted.
must be
be accompanied
accompanied by
verified EngEng- § 1.109 Reasolls,
"STATEMENT~'-is
'must
by aa verified
Reasons for allowancl'.
allowauce.
7. In § 1.65 the heading and para- lish translation, except that in the case
7.
In
§ 1.65 the heading and para- lish translation. except that in the case ' If
If the
'believes; that
the examiner
examiner believes
that the
the reo
recgraph
(a)
are
revised
to
read
as
follows:
of
an
oath
or
declaration
filed
under
of the
the prosecution
prosecution as
aa whole
does
not
graph (a) are revised to read as follows: of an oath or declaration filed under ord
ord of
as
whole
does not
§§ 1.65
Oath or
declaration.
§§ 1.65,
in the make
1.65 Oath
or declaration.
1.65, the translation may be
be filed iIi
clear
his
reasons
for
allowing
make clear his reasons for allowing n
a
months after the cclaim
Iaim or cas,
I im th
"miner m"y
sot
claims,
(a) (1) The applicant,
applicant. if the inventor, Office no later than two months
.. sot
thee ex..
examiner
may
date;
filing
himself
believes
verily
thatt he
If filing date;.
, forth such reasoning. This shall
be Ininmust state
shall be
tate th
riI b
him.s
must
a h eve
e11eves
9. The heading
neading "PRIOR ART STATEinto an
an Office
Office action
reJectSTATE- corporated
9.
inventor eor
and yfirst
be sthe'original
to
corporated
Into
action
rejectto
be
the
'orlginal
and
first
inventor
or
MENT"
is
added
following
§
1.95
and
oth
I
im
r
th
Ii
ti
process, machine, man- MENT" Is added following § 1.95
Ing other
discoverer
thee o.pp
discoverer of the process.
ing
or claims
cas of
0
ca on or
application
or
1.97.
lreceding §§ 1.97.
im- nreceding
matter, -or 1mbe the subject
subject of a separo.te
ufacture,
separate communicommuniUfnnture, .composition of matter,'or
10.
"'"
10. Section 1.97 is added to read
read as ca
tion ..to
- the
plicnnt
The applicnnt
he solicits
thereof, for
provement
cation
the a
applicant.
applicant
provement
thereOf,
for which
which he
solicits
LV
p . . . The
"
follows:
does not know
that he 'does
patent; that.
know and
and follows:
ma'1
may file aa. statement commenting
aa. patent;
commenting on tho
does not believe
prior art
within such
art statemcnt.
statement.
tim0
believe that the same was ever
ev~ § 1.97 Filing of prior
reasons for allowance
allowance Within
such timo
known
States bebe'(a) AJ;
As a.
a means of complying with as may be specified
(a)
specified by the examiner.
known or used in the United states;
fore
shall
"ore his Invention
invention or discovery
dlscovl>~ thereof, the duty of disclosure set forth in § 1.56, Failure to file such a
a. statement
statement shall
...
-", he Is a' the
duty ofare
disclosure
set forth
ina§prior
1.56; not
not give
give rise
rise to
to any
any Implication
implication thab
and
shall state of what country
applicants
encouraged
to
file
that
and
shall
state
of
what
country
he
is
a'
applicants
are
encouraged
to
file
a
prior
the
applicant
agrees
with
or
acquiesCe3
citizen
and where
and whether
whether art
art statement
at- the
the time
time of
acquiescei
the the applicant agrees with or in
cItizen and
where he
he resides
resides and
statement atof filing
filing the
he
Inventor of the inin the reasoning
in- application or within three months
examiner.
he is a sole or joint inventor
months - in
reasoning of the exam
er.
vention
in his
his application.
In thereafter.
thereafter. The
statement may
may either
be
vention claimed
claimed in
application. In
The statement
either be
14. In
paragraph (a) Is revised
In §§ 1.175
1.175 paragraph
every
original application
separate from
from the
specification or
may to read as follows:
every original
application the
the applicant
applicant separate
the specification
or may
iollows~
must distinctly
distinctly state
state that
that to
the best
best of
of -_ be
incororated
therein.
must
to
the
be
incorPorated
there~
1175 R
-.
I or ddcclaration.
I
•
his
knowledge
§
1.175
Re'ssue
and
belief
the
Invention
(b)
The
statement
shall
serve
as
a
his knowledge and: belief the ~vention
statement§ •
ClSsnC oath
out lor
CC IIraholl.
has
not
been
in
public
use
or
on
sale
In
representation
that
the
prior
art
listed
has not been in public. use or on sale in representation that the prior art listed
(a) Applicants for reissue, In
in addition
addition
the
year therein
therein includes,
includes, in
the opinion
opinion of
the United
United States
states more
more than
than one
one year
in the
of the
the to .complying
complying With the requirement:t
requirementa of
prior
to
his
or patented
patented or
or person
filing it,
it, the,
closest prior
prior art
art the first sentence of §§ 1.65, must also 1110
prior to his. application
application or
person filing
the- closest
file
described
In
any printed
printed publication
publication in,
in of
which that
that person
person is
aware; the
statedescrIbed
in any
of
which
is
aware;
the
statewith
their
applications
a
statement
under
statement
under
any
before his
his invention
or more
ment shallshall not
not be
be construed
construed as
as aa reprerepre- oath or declaration as follows:
any country
country before
invention or
more ment
follows:
than
year prior
to his
his application,.
application, or
sentation that
that aa search
search has
has been
been made
than one
one year
prior to
or sentation
made
(1) When
When the applicant verily
verily believes
beliovet}
patented
or made
subject of
in- or
no better
exists.
patented or
made the
the subject
of an
an inor that
that no
better art
art exists.
the original patent to be wholly or partly
venter's
certificate in
in any foreign
couninoperative or invalid, statinrr
foreign
coun11. Section
Section 1.98
added to
inoperative
ventor's
certificate
stating such belief
belief
as and
read as
to read
Is added
1.98 is
application
of
his
date any
the date
prior to
try prior
to the
of his
application fL
why.
and the
the reasons
reasons why.
follows:
his
or
himself
by
filed
application
an
on
on an application filed by himself or his follows:
(2)
When It
it is
such
(2) When
is claimed
claimed that
that such
legal representatives
representatives or
or assigns.
assigns more
more Ii
§ 1.98
Content of prior
priorart
statement.
1.98 Content-of
art statemcllt.
patent is
"by
legal
Is so inoperative
inoperative or
or invlllid
invalid "by
than
twelve
months
prior
to
his
appli(a)
Any
statement
filed
under
§
1.97
than twelve
months.
prior to his. appli;'
(al Ally statement filed under §,1.97 reason of a defective specification
specificatIon or
or
cation
in
this
country.
He
must
acknowlor
11.99
shall
Include:
(1)
A
listing
of
cation
in this- country. He must acknowl- or ~ 1.99 shall include~ U) A listing of drawing," particularly
particularly specifying'
such
specifying such
edge
a
duty
to
disclose
Information
he
is
patents.
publications
other Informaaware
which
i-.material
to the examiaet
pbiaonorohrnomedge
a. of
duty
to disclose
information
he is patents.
publications or
or other
informa- defects.
defects.
aare-of whichpIlimateito He atate tion
and (2)' a concise explanation of the
awareofwhichls.matepattotheexamitlon-and{2>'.a.concise.explanationofthe
(3)
When it
that such
such
(3) When
it is claimed
claimed that
nation
o
the
application.
shall state
relevance of
of each
each listed
The-state- patent
nation of the application. He
He shallstate relevance
listed item.
item. The-stateis inoperative
inoperative or
or invalid
invalid "by
"by rea
reawhetherornofanyapplicatienforpatent
ment
shall
be
accompanied
by
a.
copy
whetherorno&anyapplicatienforpatent
ment shall be accompanied by' a. copy sonotthepatenteeclaimingmoreorle.jiS
son of the patentee claiming more or les,4
or
inventor's
certificate
on
the
same
inof
each
listed
patent
or
publication
or
or
inventor's
certificate
on
the same
in- of
each llst-ed patent or publication or than he had a right
right to
claim In
in the
tho
to claim
vention
has been
filed in
in any
foreign other
other item
of information
written patent:'
vention
has
been
filed
all'1 foreign
item
of
information in
in written
the excess
excess
patent." distinctly specifying
specifying the
country,
either
by
himself,
or
his
legal
form
or
of
at
least
the
portions
thereof
his legal form or of at least the portions thereof or insufficiency
country.
eitJler by
himself, Ifor any
insufficiency in
in the
the claims.
claims,
representatives
or assigns.
such considered by the person filing the stateor
assigns.
If any
such
considered
person filing the state(4) When
When the
the applicant
applicant Is
is aware.
representatives
p ronh
(4)
mere beby the
aware of
of
applicant
filed, the
has been
application
filed. in
thewhich
applicant
ment to
be pertinent
prior
other information
application
pertinent.
to be
prior art
the ment
art or
or other
information relovant
relevant
country
thebeen
name has
-shall
- shall
name
the
country
in
which
the
I
(b)
When
two
o~
more
patents
or
to
patentability,
not
prevIously
con
(b) When two or more patents or to patentability, not previously conearliest such application was filed, and
publications considered
material areare. sidered
the Office,
Office. which
earliest
application
filed,ofand
sidered by
by the
which miGht
might caus!)
cause
considered material
Its publications
month, was
and year
givesuch
the day,
shall
shall
give
thaday,
month,
andby
year
of its sub
tanf.<'~"~ identical
a copy
cop of
a.
repthe examiner
to deem
the
Original patent
patent
the
examiner
to
deem
the
original
a
of
a
repsubstantially
Identical,
shall
alsb
identify
country
filing;
he
filing: he shall also identify b'1 country
s............:
,y
h
11'..
rtl
in
ti
in
ltd
the wholly
in, the
resetitative one may be included in'
"", month, and year of filing, resentative
w Ou,J or partly
pa y inoperative
opera ve or Invalid,
va •
and by d
day,
particularly
specifying such prior art
"'.
,
t
tom iii and
d
th
el
lIsted..
A
particularly
specifying
art or
or
every
such
foreign
application
filed
more
statement
others
merely
listed.
A
every
such foreign
application
filed
more
sa
en ,an
a pertinent,
ers: mer '1
other Information
information and
that
other
and requesting
requesting
that
than twelve
months
before
the filing
filing of
of translation
of the
the pertinent
portions of
than'
twelve
months.
before
the
translation
of
portiorur
of
it
the
examiner
so
deems:,
the.'
applicant
publications if the examiner so deems, the applicant
the application
country,
foreign
application in this country.
foreign language patents or publications
be permitted
to amend the patent
patent and
(2) This
(I) must
must, be
material should
(2)
This statement
statement (i)
be subsub- considered
considered material
should be transmittransmit- ~:
::~:~ ;o~~:~t:'t
and
scribed to by the applicant, and (ii) must ted if an existing translation is readily be granted a reissue patent.
scribed to by the applicant. and (li) must ted if an existing translation is readilY
(5)
Particularly
specifying
the
errors
(5) Particularly specifying the errors
either (a)
be sworn
sworn toto, (or
(or affirmed)
affirmed) as
availableto the applicant.
(a) be
as available~theappliGSnt.
or
what might
might be
be deemed
to be
either
or what
deemed to
be crrDrs
errors
provided in
1.66, or
or (b)
(b) include
include the
12.
1.99 is
Is added
to read
as relied
in §§' 1.66,
the
12. Section
Seytion 1.99
added to
read as
and how
how they
arose or
provided
relied upon,
upon, and
they arose
or
personal
declaration
of
the
applicant
as
follows:
, personal declaration of: the applicant
occurred.
occurred.
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REGULATIONS
RULES AND
AND REGULATIONS

o

(6) stating
(6)
Stating that said errors, if any, review of rejections made by the primary
intention" examiner, should It
hnowledge of
arose ''without
"'without any deceptive intenUon"
it have knowledge
of the applicant.
on,
on the part of.
any grounds for rejecting any allowed
allowed
claim that it
believes should be con~
conit belleves
•S
•S
•S
•*
•*
it
Its decision an
it may include in its
15. Section 1.176 is revised to read as sidered,
statement to that effect and remand
statement
remand the
follows:
follows:
case to the primary examiner
c.w.mlner for concon~
Fxamninationof reissue.
1.176 E..~amination-o£
§ 1.176
sideration thereof. In
In such event, the
shall set a period, not less
I~...s than
. An original claim, if re-presented
re-presented in
in Board shall
nppllcant
the reissue application, is subject to re
re- one month, within which the applicant
e.amlner an
primary c.,>runlner
application may submit to the primary
examination, and the entire
entire appllcation
appropriate amendment.,
amendment) or a showing
showing of
will be examined
examined in the same manner as appropriate
to
both, in order to
original applications,
applications, subject to the rules facts or reasons, or forth
in the statest!lte~
division avoid the grounds set
relating thereto, excepting that division
If the
Appeals. If
required. Applications
Applications for
re- ment of the Board of Appeals.
will not be ·required.
fo]; ree,,>amlner rejects
rejects the previously
examiner
Will be acted
issue will
acted on by the examiner
examiner in primary
clnlms on the basis of
of
claim or claims
advance of other applications, but not
not allowed claim
advance
statement the appllcunt
applicant may appeal
appeal
announce- such statement)
sooner than two months after announce
rejecBoard of Appeals
Appeals from the rejec~
applica- to the Board
ment of the filing of the reissue applica
tion. Whenever
'Whenever a decision of the Board
tion has appeared in the Official Gazette. tiOD.
of Appeals includes a remand, that decidec1~
1.194 is revised to
16. Section 1.194
to read as slon
sion shall not be considered
considered as a finnl
final
follows:
decision
decision in the case, but the Board
Board of
of
Appeals shall, upon conclusion of the
1.194
§§ 1
.•194 Oral hearing.
.
proceedings before
proceedings
before the primary examiner
cxrunlner
(a) An oral hearing
.(a)
hearing should
should 'be rere on
on, remand, either
Its decision as
either adopt its
circumstances in
In final or render a new decision on all of
quested only in those circumstances
of
which the appellant
appellant considers such a the claims on appeal, as it
It lrulY
may deem
hearing -necessary
_necessary or desirable
desirable for a appropriate.
An
proper presentation
presentation of his appeal. An
Section 1.291 is
is revised to read as
appeal decided
decided without an oral hearing
18. Section
follows:
consideration by follows:
will receive
receive the same consideration
the Board of Appeals as appeals decided
decided § 1.291
dtolions
1.291 Protests ond
and prior ort
art citations
after oral hearing.
by pubUc.
public.
(b)
If appellant
requests an
an oral
oral hearhear(b) If
appellant requests
(a) Protests
pending applicaapplica(a)
Protests aenlnst
against pending
Ing,
ing, an oral argument may be presented tiolbs
will
be
acknowledged
and
referred
by,
or
on
behalf
of,
the
primary
examtiohs
will
be
ncknowledged
and
by, or on behalf of, the primary exam- to the examiner having chargereferred
of the
iner
if considered
considered desirable
by either
either the
Jner if
desirable by
the subject
subject matter
matter involved.
protest spe"""'_
involved. A
A protest
primary examiner or the Board.
UV"
primary
cifically
Identifying
the
application
(c)
If no-request
for oral
oral hearing
hearing has
has cifically identifying the appllcation to
to
(c) If
no-request for
which
Is directed will be enwblch the protest is
been
made
by
the
appellant,
the
appeal
. been made by the appellant, the appeal tered in the appllcation
and, if
if timely
timely
application
file
atid,
will
be assigned
for consideration
consideration and
and submitted and aceompanled
will be
assigned for
copy of
accompanied by aa copy
decision.
the appcl1!plt
appellant has.
has requ~ted
requested submitted
decision. If
If ~e
each
art document
document relled
upon,
each prior
prior art
relied upon,
g
an
oral
hearing,
a
day
of
hearing
will
be
an o.ra1 hearmg, ~ day of hea?D will be will be considered
cxaminer.
considered by the examiner.
set,
and
due
notice
thereof
given
to
the
(b) Citations
Citations of
prior art
set, and due notice the~eof given to the -......_ (b)
of prior
art and
and any
any
appellant and
and to
the primary
appel}ant
to the
pnmary examiner.
examiner. papers
papers related thereto
thereto may be entered
entered
will be
be held
held as
as stated
the in the patent file after
Bearmg will
stated in
in the
after aa patent
has
been
.-Hearing
batent
been
will be limited
notice, and oral argument
argument Will
limlted
granted, at
at the
a member
member of
of
to
appellant and granted,
the request
request of
of a.
to twenty minutes for the appellant
cltafifteen minutes for the primary exampubllc or the patentee. Such c1ta
exam- the public
ner unless otherwise ordered before
without
mer
before the tions,
tion,s. and papers
papers will
will be entered
entered without
hearing begins.
comment by the Patent
Patent and Trademark
Trademark
17. Section 1.196
1.196 is amended by·
by adding
adding Office.
1'7.
new paragraph
(d) to read as follows:
(c) Protests and prIor
prior art citations
paragraph (d)
follows:
(c)
cItations by
accompanying papers
§ 1.196
publlc and any accompanying
papers
1.196 Decision
Decision by the Board of ApAp- the public
peals.
should either
copy of
peals.
either (1) reflect that a COW
the same has been served upon the apap•
•
•
*
•
(d) Although the Board of Appeals
Appeals plicant or patentee
patentee or upon his attorney
normally
record; or (2)
(2) be filed with
with
normiilly will confine
confine its decision to
to aa. or agent of record:

the Office
Office In
in duplicate
duplicate in the event servservice is
Is not possible.
1ce
19. In
In §§ 1.292
1.292 paragraph (b)
(b) is revised
19.
revised
to read as follows:
use proceedings.
§§1.292
1.292 Public use
proceedings.

•
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Commissioner
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(b)
accompanying
(bl The petition
petition and accompanying
papers
(1) reflect tllat
t1lat a
P:lPers should either (1)
copy
upon
served. upon
copy of the same has been served
the applicant
or
appllcant or upon his attorney or
agent
record; or (2) be filed with the
agent of record:
service
Office in duplicate in
in the event service
Is
is not possible. The petition and accomaccom
panying
panying papers, or a notice that
that such a
petition
entered
rued, shall be entered
petition has been fled,
in the application
In
appllcation file.
20. Section 1.346 is revised to read
read as
as
follows:.
§ 1.316 Signalure
Signature and certificate
of al
atcertificate of
torney.
lomey.
Every
filed by an
Every paper
paper rued
an attorney
attorney or
or
agent representing an
an applicant
applicant or party
proceeding in the Patent and Trade
Tradeto a proceeding
mark: Office must bear the signature
mark
signature of
except papers
agent. except
such attorney
n.ttorney or agent,
which are required
required to be signed by the
applicant or party in
In person (such as the
appllcant
application itself
Itself and affidavits or dec
decapplication
required of applicants).
applicants). The
larations requlred
signature of an attorney or agent
sJgnature
agent to a
filing or prespaper filed by him, or the :filing
pres
entation
otany paper by him.
him, constitutes
constitutes
entation otanypaper
aa. certificate
certificate that the paper has been
been
Its Ming
authorized; that
read; that its
filing is authorized;
that
to the best of his knowledge, information.
Information,
and bellef,
belief, there is good ground to supsup
port it.
It, including
including any allegations
ImpOrt
allegations of im
proper conduct contained therein; and
that It is not interposed
for delay.
that.lt
interposed tor
amendments beThese amendments
be
Effective date: These
1, 1977.
1977, except
except
come effective on March 1.
for §§ 1.51,
1.51, 1.97,
1.98, and 1.99 which
which
1.97. 1.98.
1, 197'7.
1977, and
become effective
effective on July 1.
and
§§ 1.65 and 1.69
1.69 which
§§
which become effective
January I,
1, 1978.
on January
Dated: January 18, 1977.
C. IDBSlJATI.
DANN.
MOM=AL DANN,

608.04 (a)
(a)

MANUAL OF PATENT EXAMINING
EXAMINING PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE

at
cations, and all additions
additions thereto, must conform to at
least one of them as it
it was at the time of the filing of
of
the application.
application. Matter
Matter not found in either, involving
involving
a departure
departure from or an addition to the original disclodisclo
sure, cannot be added to the application even
even though
supplemental oath, and can
supported
supported by a supplemental
can be shown
separate application.
or claimed only in a separate

In
In establishing a disclosure applicant may
may
rely not
only on
on the
the specification
specification and
and drawing
drawing
rely
not only
as filed but also on the original
their
original claims if their
content
content justifies
jnstilies it. Note § 608.01(1).
608.01 (1).
'While amendments
amendments to the specification
and
specification and
While
claims involving new matter are ordinarily
entered, such matter is required to be canceled
canceled
from the descriptive
specificadescriptive portion
portion of the specifica
tion,
tion, and the claims affected are rejected.
amendment of the drawing
A "new
"new matter" amendment
drawing
is ordinarily
addiordillarily not entered. Neither is an addi
tional or substitute
"new mat
matsubstitute sheet containing
containing "new
ter" even though stamped
stamped APPROVED by the
Draftsman
Draftsman and provisionally entered
entered by the
clerk. See § 608.02(h).
608.02(h).
The examiner's
examiner's holding
holding of new matter may
may
608.04(c).
be petitionable
petitionable or appealable, § 608.04(c).
NoTE.-New
NOTE.-New matter in
in reissue application,
application,
§ 1401.07. New
specificaNmv matter in substitute specifica
tion, § 714.20.

608.04(a)

Matter Not in Original
Specification, Claims or
or
Specification,
Drawings [R-23]
[R-23]
Dra~ngs

Matter not in the original specification,
claims or drawings is usually new matter.
Depending
circumstances snch
such as the adeDepending on circumstances
ade
disclosure, the addition of
of
quacy of the original disclosure,
inherent
such as chemical
inherent. characteristics
characteristics snch
chemical or
or
physical properties, a new strnctural
structural formula
or a new use may be new matter. See Ex parte
Vander
Vander Wal et al., 1956 C.D. 11; 705 O.G. 5
(physical
properties), Ex parte
(physical properties),
parte Fox, 1960 C.D.
28; 761 O.G. 906 (new
(new formula)
formula) and Ex parte
Ayers et al..
aL.. 108 USPQ 444
(new use).
use). For
For
4H (new
rejection of claim involving
involving new matter
matter see
§ 706.03 (0).
(o).
NoTE.-Completeness
N
oTE.-Completeness of disclosure, § 608.01
(v).
(p);
608.01(v).
Trademarks and trade names, § 608.01
(p) ; Trademarks

608.04(b)
60B.04(h)

New
PrelimiNew Matter by Prelimi
nary Amendment [R-23]
[R-23]

An amendment is sometimes filed along with
the filing of the applicrrtion.
application. Such amendment
amendment
does not enjoy the status as part of the original
disclosure. Its test as to involving
new matter
disc-Iosure.
ilwolving ne"
matter
is the same
same as though filed on a subsequent
subsequent date.
Ex parte
parte Leishman, 137 Ms. 336, Pat. No.
Rev. 52. Apr. 1977
1977

1,581,937, and Ex parte Adams, Pat. No.
1,581,937,
1,789,921.
1,789,921.
608.04(c)
60B.04(c)

R
e v i e w of
Rev
of Examiner's
Holding of New
Holding
New Matter

[R-52]
[R-52]
Where the new matter is confined
confined to amendamend
ments to the specification,
specification, review
review of the exex
cancellation is by
aminer's requirement for cancellation
way of petition. But where
where the alleged
alleged new
matter is introduced into or affects the claims,
thus necessitating
necessitating their rejection
rejection on this
ground, the question becomes an appealable
one, and should not be considered on petition
even though that new matter has been introintro
specification also. Sections 1.181
duced into the specification
and 1.191
1.191 afford the explanation of this seemseem
ingly inconsistent practice
practice as affecting
affecting new
matter in the specification.

609

Prior
Prior Art Statement

[R-52]
[R-52]

prior are
arc statement.
(a) As
37 CFR 1.97 Filing
Filing of prior
statement. (a)
A~
set
aa means of complying with the duty of disclosure set
applicants are encourage
forth in § 1.56, applicants
encourage to file aa prior
art statement
al<t
statement at the time of filing the application or
within three months thereafter. The statement may
specification or may be ineither be separate from the specifieation
in
corporated therein.
(b) The statement shall serve as a representation
representation
(h)
that the prior art listed therein includes, in the opinopin
it, the closest prior art of
ion of the person filing it,
which that person is aware;
aware; the statement
st.atement shall not
,be construed
construed as a representation
representation that a search has been
been
exists (effective
(effective July 1,
made or that no better art exi~ts
1977).
1977).
37 CFR
CFR 1.98 Content
Content of prior
prior art
(a)
art statement.
statement. (a)
Any statement
statement filed under §§ 1.97 or §§ 1.99 shan
shall include:
include:
(1) A listing of patents, publications
publications or other
(1)
ollieI' inforinfor
mation
explanation of the relevance
mation and (2)
(2) a concise expi'anation
of each listed
listed item. The statement
statement shall be accompanied
accompanied
by a copy of each
each listed patent or publication or other
item of information
information in written form or of at least the
portions rthereof
thereof considered
considered by the person
person filing the
statement to be pertinent.
statement
(b)
publications con(b) When two or more patents
patents or publications
con
material are substantially
sidered material
substantially identical,
identiea1, aa copy
oopy of a
representative one may be included
included in the staJtemenrt
statement
representative
and others merely listed. A translation
translation of the pertinent
pertinent
portions of foreign language
language patents
patpnts or publications
publications
considered material should
existconsidered
should be transmitted if an exisi
translation is readily available to the applicant.
ing toonslation
(effective .July
July 1,
1, 1977).
1977).
(effective
CFR 1.99 Updating
Updating of prior
prior art
If
37 CFR
art statement.
8tatement. If
prior to issuance of a patent an applicant, pursuant
to
pursuant to
to
his duty of disclosure under §§ 1.56, wishes to bring to
the
t.he attention of the Office additional
additional patents, publicapublica
tions or other
other information
information not
not previously submitted,
submitted, the

60
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AND CONTENT OF
PARTS, FORM AND
OF APPLICATION
APPLICATION
Ofadditional information should be submitted to the Of
reasonable promptness. It
It may
may be included
included
fice with reasonable
in aa supplemental prior art statemf'nt
statement or
or may
may be incor
incorin
porated into
into other communications
communications to be considered by
porated
the examiner. Any transmittal of
of additional informa
information shall be
be accompanied
accompanied by explanations
explanations of relevnnce
relevance
tion
and by copies in accordance with the
the requirements 'of
-of
(effective July 1, 1977).
1977).
§§ 1.98 (effective

1.97 through 1.99
1.99 are
Although new sections 1.97
not effective until July 1, 1977, and are not man
mannQt
an ide,al
ideal
datory upon applicants, they provide an
mechanism for complying with the duty of dis
dismechanism
1.56. The statements
closure under 37 CFR 1.))6.
should be submitted in accordance
accordance with the fol
following guidelines:
1) Prior art statements should be submit
submit1)
ted at the time of filing the application
application
or within three months thereafter
thereafter and
and
separate from the specification
specification
may be separate
or incorporated therein. The statement
statement
shall serve as aa representation
representation that the
shall
person preparing it has included therein
what he
he believes
believes to
to be the closest prior
what
prior
art of
of which
which he is aware and shall not
art
representation that no
be construed
construed as a representation
better art exists or that a search has been
been
If the first action in the applica
applicamade. If
tion is received prior ,to
to three months
after filing of the application and no
after
prior art
statement has been submitted,
prior
art statement
submitted,
the prior art statement may be submitsubmit
ted with the response
response to the first action
and be considered timely.
2) The statement shall include a listing of
of
of the patents, publications
publications or other inin
formation which the preparer
preparer of the
statement wishes to cite and a concise
explanation of the relevance of each
explanation
listed item. Copies of the pertinent
pertinent porpor
tions of all listed
documents shall be
listed documents
supplied along with the statement, both
both
when incorporated
incorporated into the
the specification
specification
and when
or
when filed separately. If
If two or
,and
more patents
patents or publications
publications considered
considered
material are substantially
substantially identical,
identical, a
representative one shall be inin
copy of a representative
cluded with
with the statement
statement and others
may merely
indication
merely be listed
listed with an indication
considered to
of which are considered
to be
be substansubstan
tantially
tantially identical.
3)
3) A translation
translation of the pertinent
pertinent portions
of foreign language
language patents
patents or
or publicapublica
tions
tions considered
considered material
material should
should be
be
transmitted
transmitted if
if an existing
existing translation
translation is
is
readily
readilv available
available to the applicant. It
It
will be
be sufficient,
sufficient, however, to transmit
transmit
an equivalent
an
equivalent English language
language patent
patent
or
or publication
publication so
so long as it is identified
identified
as
as an equivalent.

609

Where the applicant has submitted
submitted
copies of prior fLIt
art in accordance with
these guidelines in a prior application,
reference to the prior application and
the submission therein will be sufficient
sufficient
for the continuing application as
as f.ar
far as
the copies are concerned. As far as the
statement per se is concerned,
concerned, the rele
relevance of the prior art to the daimed
claimed sub
submatter must be indicated if it
ject mabter
it dif
differs from its relevance as explained in
the prior application.
4) If
If prior to the issllance
issuance of a patent an
4)
an
applicant, pursuant to his duty of dis
disclosure under 37 CFR 1.56, wishes to
bring to the attention
attention of the Office addi
additional patents, publications or other in
information not
nOit previously submitted,
submitted, the
additional
additional information should
should be sub
submitted to the Office
Office with re,asonable
reasonable
It may be included
promptness. It
included in a
supplemental prior art statement
statement or may
be incorporated into other communica
communications to be considered by the examiner.
Any transmittal of additional informft
information shall be accompanied
accompanied by explana
explan-ations of relevance and by copies in ac
accordance
requirements aforeafore
cordance with the requirements
mentioned. The transmitlial
transmittal should in
include a statement explaining
explaining why the
prior art was not earlier
earlier submitted.
While the Patent and Trademark Office will
not knowingly
knowingly ignore
ignO're any prior art which might
might
anticipate or suggest
suggest the claimed invention, nO'
no
assurance
assurance can be given that cited art or other
other
information
not submitted in accordance
infO'rmation nO't
accO'rdance with
these
these. guidelines will be considered by the
examiner.
exam mer.
After the claims have been indicated
indicated as al
allowable by the examiner, e.g., by the mailing of
of
an Ex parte
parte Quayle
Quayle action, a notice
nO'tice of allow
allowability (PTOL-327),
(PTOL-327), an examiner's
examiner's amendment
amendment
(PTOIr37), or
(PTOL-37),
0'1' a Notice
Notice of Allowance
Allowance (PTOL(PTOL85),
85) , any citations
citatiO'ns submitted
submitted will be
be placed
placed in the
file. Since prosecution
prosecution has ended, however,
however, such
such
considered by
submissions will not ordinarily be considered
the
the examiner unless the citation is accO'mpanied
accompanied
by:
by:
(a) A proposed
proposed amendment
amendment cancelling
cancelling or
or
further restricting
inde
restricting at least one independent claim
claim and narrO'wing
narrowing the scope
of
O'f protection
prote-ction sought;
sought;
(b) A timely affidavit
affidavit under
under 37 CFR 1.131
1.131
with respect
respect to the
the material
material cited,
cited; or
or
(c)
(0) A statement
statement by the applicant
applicant or his
attorney
attorney or agent
agent that, in the judgment
judgment
of
O'f the person
person making
making the
the statement,
the prior art or
or other
other information
information cited
raises
raises a serious
serious question
question as to the
the pat,pat-
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entability
entability of the claimed
daimed subject matmat
ter, or is closer prior art than that of
of
record.
If the material
material is submitted after the base
If
accomissue fee has been paid, it must also be accom
by a petition nnder
under 37 CFR 1.183 repanied bya
re
waiver of 37 CFR 1.312. Snch
Such peti
petiquesting a wai\'er
tion, if granted,
tIOn,
granted, would result in review
review of
of the
art by the examiner
examiner and possible
possible entry of the
amendment.
am£>ndment.
In each instance where an examiner
In
examiner considers,
but does not cite on form PTO-892, specific
prior art referred to in a paper placed in the ap
apnotation
plication file, the examiner will place a not,artion
adjacent to the reference according
according to the following:
100ying:
If included in the specification,
specification, the exam
examIf
adjacent
iner will write
write his or her initials adjacent
to any references
enter
references checked
checked and enter
"checked" in
in the
the left
"checked"
left margin opposite the
initials. If
If presented
or
presented in a separate
separate paper
paper or
in the remarks of an amendment, the examexam
"checked" will be entered
iner's initials and "checked"
entered
adjacent
possiadjacent to the citations or wherever
wherever possi
indicate clearly those checked.
ble to indicate

Rev. 52, Apr.
Apr. 1977

37 CFR 1.98 (a)
(a) calls only for a concise exex
planation
planation of the relevance
relevance of each listed item.
This may be nothing more than identification
identification of
of
the particular
particular figure or paragraph
paragraph of the patent
patent
or publication
publication which has some relation
relation to the
claimed
It might be a simple state
claimed invention. It
statement pointing to similarities
similarities between
between the item
of prior art and the claimed invention. It
It is
permissible but not necessary
necessary to discuss differ
differenices
('nces between
between the prior art and the claims. It
It
is thought that the explanation
explanation of relevance
relevance will
examiner as the
be essentially
essentially as useful to the examiner
formerly proposed explanation
explanation of patentability,
and should be significantly less burdensome
burdensome for
for
th£> applicant to prepare.
the
Section
1.98 requires
Section 1.98
requires a copy of each patent or
or
publication
publication cited, including
including U.S. patents, to
accompany
aecompany the prior art statement. Substantial
time and effort often is needed to locate
locate a docudocu
ment in the Office's files. Since the person sub
submitting the prior art statement generally
generally has
available a copy of the item being cited, it is
available
expense and effort can be minibelieved that expense
mini
mized by having
having that person supply the copy in
in
all cases.

60.2
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Reply: The certification
certification under
1.97(e) should be made by a8 person
§§ 1.97(e)
person
who has knowledge
knowledge of the facts being
certified. The certification
can be made
eertification ean
by a practitioner
practitioner who represents a
foreign client
elient and who relies on
on
statements
statements made by the foreign client as
to the date the information first became
receives
known. A practitioner
practitioner who receives
information from a client without being
information
informed whether the information
information was
was
known for more than three months,
certification
however, cannot
cannot make the certification
reasonable inquiry.
Inquiry.
without making a reasonable
57. One comment
comment stated
Comment 57.
stated
that the language
1.97(e)
language of proposed § 1.97(e)
would preclude the use of the
certification in an application by
certification
corporations
corporations whose practitioners
practitioners have
over the years reviewed thousands of
patents and technical publications,
publications. even
though they are unaware of the
the
relevance of anyone
any one thereof to the
relevance
application.
Reply: The language
1.97(e)
language of § 1.97(
e) is not
intended to preclude use of the
certification by representatives
of
certification
representatives of
corporations. The certification
certification can be
be
based on present, good
good faith knowledge
about when information became
became known
known
without a search of files being made.
The Office,
Office. however,
however. does desire to
considered promptly
have information considered
materiality and to
by applicants
applicants as to materiality
have information submitted
submitted to the Office
early in the prosecution of an
an
application.
58. One eomment
comment suggested
Comment 58.
suggested
that proposed
1.97(e) should permit
proposed § 1.97(e)
permit
certification only as to information
information
certification
submitted
submitted within
within four months of receipt
receipt
from a foreign patent office.
office, with all
late-submitted information
other late-submitted
information
requiring a fee so as to not open a legal
quagmire implicit in the proposed
proposed
certification requirement.
Reply: The suggestion in the comment
comment
is not adopted. The certification
certification set
forth in § 1.97(e)
1.97(e) is preferable since it
it
avoidance of the payment
provides the avoidance
payment
of a fee by a person who is submitting
information promptly to the Office. An
An
applicant has the option under the
circumstances
1.97(c),
circumstances described in § 1.97(c},
however, to not make the certification
certification
however.
and to pay the fee instead
instead if so desired.
Comment 59.
suggested
Comment
fi9. One
One comment
comment suggested
proposed 11.97(f)
§ 1.97(f) be modified
that proposed
modified to
specify that not less than one month will
be given if a bona fide attempt is made
to comply with § 1.98 but part of the
required content is omitted. Another
comment
comment suggested that § 1.97(f) should
state that the Office will give (rather
(rather
than may give) additional
additioaal time for
compliance
1.98.
compliance with § 1.98.
Reply: The suggestions in the
comments
comments are not adopted. The
The
language
language of § 1.97(f) parallels present

§ 1.135[c]
1.135(c) since the practice and
considerations
considerations are similar
similar for both rules.
The Office intends to provide
provide one month
month
to comply with t1 1.98 where a8 bona fide
attempt has been
been made to do so.
Comment 60.
comment stated
00. One comment
1.97(f) should
that proposed §J 1.97(f}
should specify
that the Office shall inform the applicant
applicant
if a reference
reference will not be considered
considered due
noncompliance with §1 1.98 so as to
to noncompliance
a
avoid any argument in litigation that It
certain reference was not considered
considered
due to clerical noncompliance.
Reply: The Office plans
plans to notify
§ § 1.97 (f)
applicants in accordance with 1
(i) is submitted
information will not
and (i)
submitted information
not
be considered. The examiner will also
application record what
indicate in the application
information has been considered.
Further details
details will appear in the
Manual of Patent Examining Procedure
in due course.
suggested
Comment 61. One
One comment suggested
proposed § 1.97{g)
should be
be
that proposed
1.97(g) should
modified to state that the filing of an
information disclosure statement
statement shall
not be construed
construed as a representation
representation
that no other material information exists
such as is set
aet forth in current §J 1.97(b).
1.97(b).
comment
Reply: The suggestion in the comment
has not been adopted since referring to
"no other
other material
information" would
"no
material information"
would
imply that the information
information being
submitted
submitted was admitted to be material.
material.
There is no requirement
requirement that information
information
being submitted
submitted be material to the
application.
62. One comment
suggested
Comment 62.
comment suggested
1.97(h) be modified to
that proposed § 1.97(h)
information not considered
considered by
state that information
the Office will be deemed in all respects
respects
to have not been submitted
submitted by the
applicant since this would make a
noncompliant submission clearly not a
fulfillment of the duty of candor.
Reply:
comment
Reply: The suggestion
suggestion in the comment
is not adopted. The Office has no need
need
of
or desire
desire to rule on lack of fulfillment of
the duty of candor in such a situation,
situation.
1.56
The rules are drafted such that J§ 1.56
sets forth what information is material
to patentability
patentability and §§ §J 1.97 and 1.98 set
set
forth procedures
procedures to assure consideration
consideration
of information by the Office.
ofinformation
Comment 63. One
One comment
comment stated the
consider
Office has a duty to consider
involves
information even if this involves
withdrawing an application
application from issue
withdrawing
or publishing a cancellation
cancellation notice and
that proposed
proposed § 1.97(h) should be
changed
comment
changed to so state. Another comment
stated
stated that it would be an abdication
abdication of
of
the duty that the Office owes to the
public for information
information in the file to be
ignored
ignored since issuance
issuance of an invalid
invalid
patent
discourage others
patent can be used to discourage
in the field. The comment suggested that
that
the Office should leave in doubt
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whether
whether the information
information will be
considered
considered or not.
Reply: It is necessary
necessary for the Office to
consider
balance its need and desire to consider
all information relevant
relevant to an
application with its need for an efficient
application
operation and its capability to consider
operation
consider
information at various stages in the
The
prosecution of an application. The
Office is setting forth when information
will and will not be considered
considered to
provide certainty
certainty for the public.
Comment 64. One comment requested
information
information on how a United States
patent application
other information
information
application or other
(I
(§ 1.98(a){1)(iii))
1.98(a)1)(iii)) should be listed on a
PTO 1449 form.
Reply: The PTO
PTO 1449 has been
been drafted
drafted
so as to provide spaces
spaces for listing
documents which are available to the
public and which will be printed on the
patent at issuance. Other information
should be listed separately from the
PrO
PTO 1449 form.
comment stated
Comment 65. One comment
1.98(a)(2)1i) should not require the
that § 1.98(a)(2){i)
submission by applicants of United
States patents
patents listed in an information
information
disclosure statement
statement since the Office
Office is
better equipped
equipped to provide
provide examiners
with copies of those documents than
inventors and their attorneys.
Alternatively, the comment suggested
suggested
that the Office should establish
establish a
procedure whereby
whereby an order for the
Office to provide
provide the copies of the
patents at the usual fee can accompany
the information
information disclosure
disclosure statement.
Reply: At the present time, when the
Automated Patent System has not been
implemented, the overall cost of
fully implemented.
of
the Office
Office obtaining copies of patents
and associating
associating them with application
application
files would
would be greater
greater than for
for
applicants to provide
provide copies with
information disclosure
disclosure statements.
Presumably, the applicant would be
using a copy of the patent in preparing
the statement and could
could easily make a
copy for submission to the Office.
Office.
68. One comment
comment suggested
suggested
Comment 66.
that § 1.98(a)(2)(iii),
1.98(a)(2)(iii), as proposed, be
clarified by substituting "except
"except that no
copy of a U.S.
U.S. patent
patent application
application need
be included" for the proposed phrase
"except aa U.S.
U.S. patent
application."
"except
patent application."
Reply: The suggested clarification to
the language
language of the rule has been
been
adopted.
comments
Comment 67.
67. A number of comments
requirement in
objected to the requirement
concise explanation
explanation of
of
§ 1.98{a)(3)
1.98(a)(3) for a concise
the relevance
relevance of all items of information
being submitted.
RepJy:
response to the comments,
comments,
Reply: In response
§ 1.98(a)(3}
1.98(a)(3) has been modified
modified to require
a concise explanation only of patents.
patents,
publications
publications or other information listed
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in an
an information
information disclosure
disclosure statement
statement
in
that are
are not
not in
in the
the English
English language.
language.
that
Applicants may,
may,ififthey
they wish,
wish, provide
provide
Applicants
concise
explanations
ofwhy
why English
Englishconcise explanations of
language information
information isis being
being submitted
submitted
language
and
how
it
understood to
to be
be relevant.
relevant.
and how it isis understood
Concise explanations
explanations are
are helpful
helpful to
to the
the
Concise
Office, particularly
particularly where
where documents
documents
Office,
are lengthy
lengthy and
and complex
complex and
and applicant
applicant
are
aware of
of aa section
section that
that isis highly
highly
isis aware
relevant to
to patentability.
patentability.
relevant
Comment 68.
68. Five
Five comments
comments stated
stated
Comment
that the
the proposed
proposed rules
rules should
should be
be
that
modified to
to state
state that
that ififinformation
information isis
modified
being
submitted
from aa foreign
foreign.search
search
being submitted from
report, the
the requirement
requirement for
for aa concise
concise
report,
explanation in
in proposed
proposed §§1.98(a)(3)
1.98(a)(3) may
may
explanation
be satisfied
satisfied by
by submitting
submitting an
an English
Englishbe
language version
version of
of the
the search
search report.
report.
language
Reply: The
The language
language of
of §§ 1.98(a)(3)
1.98(a)(3) has
has
Reply:
been
modified
so
that
no
concise
been modified so that no concise
explanation is
is required
required for
for information
information
explanation
submitted in
in the
the English
English language.
language. The
The
submitted
concise explanation
explanation requirement
requirement for
for
concise
non-English language
language information
information may
may
non-English
be
met
by
the
submission
of an
an English
English
be met by the submission of
language version
version of
of the
the search
search report
report
language
indicating
the
degree
of
relevance
found
indicating the degree of relevance found
by the
the foreign
foreign office.
office. It
It is
is not
not necessary
necessary
by
that this
this detail
detail be
included in
in the
the rule.
rule.
that
be included
Comment
Five comments
comments
Comment 69.
69. Five
questioned whether
the requirement
requirement in
in
questioned
whether the
proposed
1.98(a)(3) would
would be
be satisfied
satisfied
proposed §§ 1.98(a)(3)
by
references were
by aa statement
statement that
that the
the references
were
cited
in
the
prosecution
of aa parent
parent
cited in the prosecution of
application.
application.
Reply:
Reply: The
The requirement
requirement in
in §§ 1.98(a)(3)
1.98(a)(3)
for
of non-English
non-English
for aa concise
concise explanation
explanation of
language
information would
not be
be
language information
would not
satisfied
that aa reference
satisfied by
by aa statement
statement that
reference
was
cited
in
the
was cited in the prosecution
prosecution of
of aa parent
parent
application.
application. The
The concise
concise explanation
explanation
must
explain the
the relevance
must explain
relevance as
as presently
presently
understood
by
understood by the
the. person
person designated
designated in
in
§§ 1.56(c)
1.56(c) most
most knowledgeable
knowledgeable about
about the
the
content
content of
of the
the information.
information.
Comment
Comment 70.
70. One
One comment
comment suggested
suggested
that
that proposed
proposed §§ 1.98(a)(3)
1.98(a)(3) should
should be
be
modified
modified to
to require
require aa concise
concise
explanation
explanation of
of "what
"what is
is believed
believed to
to be"
be"
the
relevance
the relevance of
of information
information listed
listed to
to
avoid
avoid the
the accusation
accusation of
of violation
violation of
of duty
duty
of
disclosure
merely
because
more
of disclosure merely because more
relevant
relevant portions
portions of
of the
the information
information are
are
later
later found.
found. Another
Another comment
comment suggested
suggested
that
that the
the concise
concise explanation
explanation should
should
state
state what
what is
is "reasonably
"reasonably understood
understood by
by
the
the person
person submitting
submitting the
the statement."
statement."
Another
stated that
that the
the
Another comment
comment stated
applicant
should
be
applicant should be required
required to
to explain
explain
(1)
(1) only
only what
what isis understood
understood or
orbelieved
believed
about
the
item
of
about the item of information
information at
atthe
the time
time
the
the disclosure
disclosure isis made,
made, or
or(2)
(2) why
whythe
the
item
item isis listed.
listed.
Reply:
Reply: The
The suggestions
suggestions in
in the
the
comments
comments have
havebeen
been substantially
substantially
adopted
in
adopted inmodifying
modifying the
the language
language of
of
§§ 1.98(a)(3).
1.98(a)(3).

Comment71.
71. One
One comment
comment stated
Comment
stated
that proposed
proposed §I1.98(b)
1.98(b) should
shouldnot
not
that
require the
the date
date (unless
(unless material)
material) and
and
require
place of
ofpublication
publication of
ofjournal
journal articles
place
articles
since such
such information
information isisnot
notgiven
given on
on
since
search reports
reports from
fromforeign
foreign patent
patent
search
offices or
or on
on journals
journals published
published by
offices
by the
the
American Chemical
Chemical Society.
Society, which
which just
American
just
give the
the year.
year.Another
Another comment
comment
give
indicated that
that sometimes
sometimes itit is
is not
not clear
clear
indicated
where the
the place
place of
ofpublication
publication is.
is.
where
Reply: The
The suggestions
suggestions in
in the
the
Reply:
comments are
are not
not adopted.
adopted. The
The date
comments
date of
of
publication is
is necessary
necessary for
for the
the Office
publication
Office to
to
be able
able to
to determine
determine ifif the
the information
information
be
may be
be used
used in
in aa rejection
rejection of
of the
the claims
may
claims
in an
an application.
application. The
The place
place of
of
in
publication refers
refers to
to the
the name
name of
of the
the
publication
journal, magazine or
or other
other publication
publication in
journal,
in
which the
the article
article was
was published.
published, which
which
should be
be available
available in
in the
the vast majority
should
majority
of cases.
cases.
of
Comment 72.
72. One comment
comment suggested
suggested
Comment
that § 1.98(c)
1.98(c) should
should not
not require
require a
that
non-English language
language
translation of a non-English
document to be filed if a translation is
document
is
within the possession.
possession, custody
custody or
within
control of an individual designated in
control
1.56(c) because such person
person may not
§ 1.56(c)
recall that there is a translation
somewhere in the records of the
somewhere
individual, perhaps having been made
for another application years earlier.
Reply: The requirement
requirement of the rule for
for
a translation
submitted under
translation to be submitted
under
limited conditions is not a change
change in
practice. See prior §§§§ 1.56(j)
1.97(b).
1.56(j) and
and 1.97(b).
Since the requirement has caused
caused little,
little.
if any, problem
past, the
iIi the past.
the
problem in
suggestion
comment is
is not
not
suggestion of the comment
adopted.
Comment 73. One
suggested
One comment
comment suggested
that § 1.98(c)
1.98(c) should
should be revised to
to make
make
it clear
clear that
that a reference
reference that isis
essentially
essentially cumulative
cumulative to another
another
reference
reference need
need not be listed in
in an
an
information
information disclosure
disclosure statement.
statement.
Reply: The
The concept
concept that
that cumulative
cumulative
information
information is
is not
not material
material is set
set forth in
in
§§ 1.56(b).
1.56(b). Section
Section 1.98
1.98 does
does not
not deal
deal with
with
what
what information
information must
must be
be submitted,
submitted. but
but
provides
provides an
an exception
exception for
for cumulative
cumulative
information
information to
to the
the requirement
requirement for
for aa
copy
copy to
to be
be submitted
submitted of
of each
each item
item of
of
information
information listed
listed in
in an
an information
information
disclosure
disclosure statement.
statement.
Comment
Comment 74.
74. One
One comment
comment stated
stated
that
that aa sentence
sentence in
in the
the preamble
preamble
discussion
discussion of
ofproposed
proposed §§1.98(c)
1.98(c) was
was
burdensome
burdensome because
because ititwould
wouldrequire
require
submission
submission of
ofincomplete
incomplete or
orinexact
inexact
translations
translations which
which may
may have
havebeen
been made
made
of
ofan
an item
item of
ofinformation.
information. The
The sentence
sentence
in
in question
question reads:
reads:
But
Butififthe
theindividual
individualhas
has the
the ability
abilitytoto
translate
translatethe
thenon-English
non-English language
languageinto
into
English
and has
hasdone
done so
80for
for the
thepurposes
purposesofof
Englishand
reviewing
reviewingthe
the information
infonnationrelative
relative to
tothe
the

2031
2031

claimed
claimedinvention,
invention, the
the translation
translation would
wouldbe
be
considered
considered"readily
"readily available."
available."

Another
Another comment
comment stated
stated that
that
proposed
proposed §§1.98(c)
1.98(c) should
should be
be modified
modified to
to
require
require aa translation
translation ifif the
the non-English
non-English
language
language document
document isis to
to be
be considered
considered
by
by the
the examiner
examiner since
since the
the attorney
attorney
would
would want
want to
to prepare
prepare an
an accurate
accurate
translation
translation of
ofparticularly
particularly relevant
relevant
references.
references. One
One comment
comment suggested
suggested that
that
§§1.98(c).
1.98(c), or
or the
the preamble
preamble discussion.
discussion,
should
should make
make itit clear
clear that
that an
an English
Englishlanguage
language translation
translation of
of aa foreign
foreign
language
language material
material reference
reference need
need not
not be
be
submitted
submitted where
where an
an individual
individual merely
merely
reads
reads in
in the
the reference
reference in
in its
its original
original
language
language and
and translates
translates itit mentally
mentally but
but
does
does not
not prepare
prepare aa written
written translation.
translation.
Five
Five other
other comments
comments requested
requested
clarification
clarification on
on this
this point.
point.
Reply: The
The Office
Office does not intend to
to
require
require translations unless they have
have
been
been reduced to writing and
and are
are actually
translations
translations of what is contained
contained in
in the
non-English
non-English language
language information.
Applicants
Applicants should note.
note, however,
however, that
most
most examiners do not have the
the ability
to understand information which is
is not
in
in English and that the Office will not
routinely translate
translate information
information
submitted in a non-English language.
The·
The examiner will consider the
information insofar as it is understood
Wlderstood
drawings. chemical
chemical
on its face, e.g
e.g.,.• drawings,
formulas. English-language
English-language abstracts.
formulas,
abstracts,
information
but will not have the information
translated unless it appears
appears to be
translated
necessary to do so. Applicants are
necessary
required to aid the examiner
examiner by
required
complying with
with the
the requirements
requirements for a
complying
concise explanation
explanation in § 1.98(a)(3)
1.98(a)(3) for
for
concise
information submitted in a non-English
non-English
information
language.
language.
Comment 75. One
One comment
comment stated
stated
Comment
1.98(d) should be
be clarified
clarified to
to state
that § 1.98(d)
that a copy
copy of
of an
an item
item of
of information
information
that
an information
information disclosure
disclosure
listed in an
listed
statement need
need not
not be
be submitted
submitted if
if the
the
statement
reference was
was cited
cited by
by the
the Office
Office or
or
reference
previously submitted
submitted to
to the
the Office
Office in
in
previously
connection with
with aa prior
prior application.
application.
connection
Reply:The
The suggestion
suggestion in
in the
the comment
comment
Reply:
adopted. The
The language
language of
of §§ 1.98(d)
1.98(d) has
has
isis adopted.
been modified
modified to
to state
state that
that aa copy
copy of
of an
an
been
item of
of information
information isis not
not required
required ifif itit
item
was previously
previously cited
cited by
by the
the Office
Office or
or
was
previously submitted
submitted to
to the
the Office
Office in
in aa
previously
an
priorapplication
application being
being relied
relied on
on for
for an
prior
earlier filing
filing date
date under
Wlder35
35 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 120.
120.
earlier
Comment 76.
76. One
One comment
comment suggested
suggested
Comment
that proposed
proposed §§ 1.98(d)
1.98{d)should
should be
be
that
revised to
to not
not require
require the
the submission
submission of
of
revised
copy of
ofthe
the information
informationlisted
listedin
inan
an
aa copy
information disclosure
disclosure statement
statement ififaa
information
copy of
ofthe
theinformation
information has
haspreviously
previously
copy
been submitted
submitted to
to the
theOffice
Office in
in aa prior
prior
been
application, whether
whetheror
ornot
not the
theearlier
earlier
application,
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an
application is being relied upon for an
earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. 120.
comment
Reply: The suggestion in the comment
exception to the
is not adopted. The exception
requirement for a copy of each item of
of
information to be submitted
submHted has been
been
applications
made with regard to prior applications
available to,
which will normally
normally be available
to. and
considered by,
by. the examiner. It would
would
not be efficient for the examiner to be
required to seek
seek out unrelated
unrelated
application files to obtain a copy
copy of an
information when a copy could
item of infOlmation
easily be submitted by applicant.
77. One comment
Comment 77.
questioned what would be considered
"timely" under § 1.291 so that
that
"timely"
information would be considered
considered by the
fee, in
examiner without
without payment of a fee.
which may
contrast to proposed §§ 1.97 which
require a fee.
Reply: Section
Section 1.291 has not been
amended to redefine timeliness. The
comment seems
seems to imply that the fee
requirements of § 1.97
requirements
1.97 can be avoided
avoided
through the use of a protest submitting
information, but such a course of action
information.
might raise questions
questions regarding
compliance with the duty of candor
compliance
candor and
good faith required
required in dealings with the
the
Office.
Comment 78.
78. One
One comment
comment stated
that the Office should not drop the
acknowledgment of a protest having
acknowledgment
been filed under §§ 1.291 in a reissue
application because the
application
acknowledgment served as an
acknowledgment
indication that the protest had been
indication
been
received
received in the examining group from
the mail room.
Reply: The suggestion
suggestion in the comment
comment
is not adopted. Any perceived
perceived benefit
benefit
acknowledgment is
from retaining
retaining the acknowledgment
outweighed
outweighed by the administrative
good
burden
burden it causes. There
There is no good
in
reason to treat the filing of protests in
applications differently from the
reissue
reissue applications
filing of protests in original applications
or from the filing of other papers in the
Office.
Comment 79.
79. One
One comment
comment
could
questioned whether
whether an application
application could
be withdrawn from issue pursuant
pursuant to
1.313(b)(5) without admitting
proposed § 1.313(b)(S)
unpatentability.
Reply: There is no requirement that
admitted before
unpatentability must be admitted
unpatentability
before
an application
application can be withdrawn
withdrawn from
1.313(b)(5). The rule
rule
issue pursuant to § 1.313(b)(S).
provides for applications to be
abandoned
withdrawn from issue and abandoned
for consideration
consideration of information in a
continuing application. This differs from
1.313(b)(3) based on
on
a petition under §§ 1.313(b)(3)
unpatentability of one or more claims.
unpatentability
comment
80. One comment
Comment 80.
whether, if an application is
questioned whether.
questioned
withdrawn from issue pursuant to
withdrawn
information
proposed § 1.313(b)(5),
1.313(b)(S). an information

disclosure
disclosure statement can be submitted
submitted
continuing application under
in the c(lntinuing
under
§§ 1.97(b)
1.97(b) without a certification.
Reply: A continuing application
application is
treated like any other
other application with
1.97(b).
regard to the times set forth in § 1.97(b).
Thus, for example.
example, an information
Thus.
information
disclosure statement could be filed
certification in a
without a fee or certification
continuing
continuing application within three
three
months of the filing date of the
continuing
continuing application.
Comment 81. One comment
comment
questioned
questioned whether an application
withdrawn
withdrawn from issue pursuant to
1.313(b)(5) could have new art and
§ 1.313(b)(S)
amendments
amendments considered
considered in that
application
application rather than in a continuing
application. The comment also
questioned
questioned the handling of applications
withdrawn
withdrawn from issue pursuant
pursuant to
1.313(b)(3).
§ 1.313(b
)(3).
1.313(b)(5)
Reply: The language
language of §§ 1.313(b)(S)
application
makes it clear
clear that an application
withdrawn
withdrawn from issue thereunder is to
be abandoned without further
prosecution. This differs from an
application withdrawn
withdrawn from issue
1.313(b)(3) because
pursuant
pursuant to §§ 1.313(b)(3)
applicant had admitted
admitted the
unpatentability of one or more claims.
comment
Comment 82. One comment
Comment
questioned whether
whether the continuing
application mentioned
mentioned in proposed
§ 1.313(b)(S)
1.313(b)(5) could be a file wrapper
wrapper
continuing applicants under §§ 1.62 and
how applicants can accomplish
accomplish the
withdrawal from issue under proposed
an
§ 1.313(b)
1.313(b) late in the prosecution of an
application.
Reply: The continuing application
1.313(b)(5) can be a file
mentioned in §§ 1.313(b)(S)
wrapper continuing
continuing application under
under
§§ 1.62. Even though §§ 1.62 requires a file
wrapper continuing application to be
be
fee,
filed before the payment of the issue fee.
the Office will consider
consider the filing of a
petition to withdraw from issue under
under
1.313(b)(5) as sufficient grounds to
§§ 1.313(b)(S)
in
waive that requirement of §§ 1.62. Late in
application, the
the prosecution of an application.
Office has difficulty in matching papers
with the application
application file. Papers
requesting that an application be
withdrawn
withdrawn from issue after the issue fee
fee
directed, or preferably
is paid should be directed.
preferably
hand-carried,
Petitions
hand-carried. to the Office of Petitions
in the Office of the Assistant
Assistant
Commissioner
Commissioner for Patents.
comments
Comment 83. Seven comments
suggested that § 1.555(a) should not be
require the submission
submission of
of
amended to require
"all information
material to
"all
information material
reexamination
patentability"
patentability" since a reexamination
proceeding
consideration of
proceeding is limited to consideration
patents
patents and printed
printed publications.
publications.
Reply: The suggestion in the
comments has been adopted. A
paragraph
(b), which defines
paragraph (b).
defines what
what
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information
information is material
material to patentability
reexamination proceeding.
proceeding, has been
in a reexamination
added to the rule.
suggested
Comment 84. One comment suggested
1.555(a) should be
that proposed § 1.SS5(a)
modified to make clear that there is no
duty of disclosure on employees of a
corporate patent
corporate
patent owner if the employees
are not substantively
substantively involved in the
the
preparation of the reexamination
preparation
reexamination
request of the reexamination
reexamination
proceeding.
Reply: The suggestion in the comment
1.555(a) has
to modify the language in § 1.5SS(a)
has
not been adopted. The rule refers to
individuals
individuals who are substantively
owner
involved
involved on behalf
behalf of the patent owner
in a reexamination
reexamination proceeding.
85. Two comments stated
Comment 85.
stated
that the Office should consider fraud or
or
other
other inequitable
inequitable conduct
conduct issues in
interference
interference proceedings.
proceedings.
Reply: The suggestion
suggestion in the
comments has been adopted. The Office
will consider
consider inequitable
inequitable conduct issues
issues
interference proceedings
in interference
proceedings as
19, 1991.
1991, in the
announced on November 19.
Official Gazette of the Patent and
Trademark Office at 1132 Off. Gaz. Pat.
Off. 33.
Comment 86. One comment requested
requested
more examples
examples with
with regard
regard to proposed
proposed
§ 10.23(c)(10) of what alteration of
of
combination
alterations in a
combination of alterations
declaration
declaration would
would be considered
considered
material.
Reply: It is not the function of the
rules or the rulemaking
rule making process to
provide a detailed listing of what
alterations
alterations may be considered
considered to be
improper. This consideration
consideration will
necessarily be made in view of the
circumstances involved.
totality of the circumstances
Practitioners would be well advised
Practitioners
advised to
avoid filing applications
applications which contain
contain
alterations
alterations which have
have not been
been
initialed
initialed and dated.
Comment 87.
87. Two comments
comments stated
that § 10.23(c)(10)
10.23(c)(10) should be amended to
to
prohibit knowingly attempting to
mislead the Office in the drafting or
or
prosecution
prosecution of a patent application. One
One
or
comment
comment stated that attempted
attempted fraud or
inequitable
inequitable conduct would not be
prohibited by proposed § 10.23(c)(10)
because such conduct would not be 8a
violation of proposed § §§ 1.56 and 1.555.
Reply: No amendment is necessary
necessary to
should
the language
language of § 10.23(c)(10).
10.23(c)(10). It should
be noted that the duty of candor and
good faith in dealing
dealing with the Office
Office is
is
included
included in § § 1.56 and 1.555. This duty
prohibition against knowingly
includes
includes a prohibition
attempting
Office.
attempting to mislead the Office.
Comment 88. Five comments stated
that it would be unfair to impose
impose the
the
new disclosure
disclosure requirements
requirements and fees
on applications that are pending
pending before
before

Federal Register
Register /I Vol.
Vol. 57, No. 12 /I Friday, January
January 17, 1992
1992 /I Rules
Rules and Regulations
Regulations
the
the Office
Office on the
the effective
effective date
date of the
the
new
new rule. Another
Another comment
comment stated
stated that
that
the
immediately
the rules
rules should
should be immediately
effective for
for all pending
pending applications
applications
effective
with
with some grace period
period for making the
the
disclosure without
without penalty
penalty and
initial disclosure
without
without fee.
fee.
will apply
apply the
the new
new
Reply: The Office will
to all applications
applications pending
pending on, or
or
rules to
filed on or after, the effective
effective date
date of the
the
rules. While this implementation
implementation may
may
cause
applicants,
cause some burden
burden on
on some applicants.
other
other applicants
applicants will
will obtain
obtain benefits
benefits not
otherwise
otherwise available. This decision will
also
also ease
ease the
the administrative
administrative burden on
on
the Office
Office in implementing
implementing the new
new
rules.
Considerations
Other Considerations
The rule change
change is
is in conformity
conformity with
the requirements
requirements of
of the Regulatory
Regulatory
Flexibility
seq.,
Flexibility Act,
Act. 55 U.S.C.
U.S.C. 601 et seq.,
Executive Orders 12291 and 12612.
Executive
12612, and
the Paperwork
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44
U.S.C.
seq.
U.S.C. 3501
3501 et seq.
The General Counsel of the
certified
Department of Commerce
Department
Commerce has
has certified
to the Small Business
Business Administration
Administration
that the rule change
change will not have a
significant adverse
adverse economic impact
impact on
substantial number of small entities
a substantial
entities
U.S.C.
(Regulatory Flexibility Act,
Act. 5 U.S.C.
605(b))
605(b)) because the rules as adopted do
do
not require
submit
require individuals to submit
information
information that they are not already
aware of and are not already under an
an
obligation to provide to the Office. The
rules further promote
promote the efficiency
efficiency of
the examination
examination process by encouraging
submission of an information
information
a timely submission
disclosure statement and by
substantially
rejections
substantially eliminating rejections
based on inequitable
inequitable conduct, thereby
reducing
reducing the costs to all patent
patent
applicants.
applicants.
The Patent and Trademark Office
Office has
determined that this rule change is not a
major rule under Executive Order 12291.
12291.
The annual effect on the economy will
be less than $100
$100 million. There will be
no major increase in costs or prices for
individual industries.
industries,
consumers, individual
Federal, state or geographic regions.
There will be no significant
significant adverse
effects on competition,
competition. employment.
investment, productivity or innovation,
investment.
Statesor on the ability of the United States
based enterprises
enterprises to compete with
foreign-based enterprises
enterprises in domestic or
or
export markets.
and Trademark Office has
The Patent and
change
also determined that this rule change
has no Federalism implications affecting
the relationship between the National
Government and the States as outlined
Government
Executive Order
Order 12612.
in Executh(e
contains a collection
collection of
This rule contains
information requirement subject to the
information
Paperwork Reduction Act, which has
Paperwork

previously
previously been approved
approved by
by the
the Office
Office
of
of Management
Management and
and Budget
Budget under
under
Control
Control No.
No. 0651-0011.
0651-0011. Each
Each information
information
disclosure
take
disclosure statement
statement is
is estimated
estimated to take
approximately
30 minutes,
minutes. including
including
approximately 30
time
time for reviewing
reviewing instructions,
instructions.
gathering
maintaining data
data needed,
needed,
gathering and maintaining
and completing
completing and reviewing
reviewing the
the
collection of
of information. The
The time
time
collection
estimate
estimate has been reduced
reduced from
from that
stated in
in the
the proposal
proposal since
since the
the
requirement
explanation of
requirement for aa concise explanation
of
the relevance
relevance of each item of
of
information
an information
information
information cited in
in an
disclosure
statement has been
to
disclosure statement
been limited
limited to
information
information submitted
submitted in
in aa language
language
other
comments
other than
than English. Send
Send comments
regarding
regarding this
this burden
burden estimate
estimate to the
the
Patent
Patent and Trademark
Trademark Office,
Office. Office
Office of
of
Management
Organization. and
and to
to
Management and Organization,
the Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs, Office
Office of
of Management
Management and
Budget,
Budget. Washington, DC 20503.
(Attention
(Attention Paper
Paper Reduction
Reduction Project
0651-0011)
0651-00(1)

37CFR
37
CFR Part
Part1
Administrative practice and
Administrative
and
procedure, Inventions and patents,
Reporting
Reporting and record
record keeping
requirements, Small businesses.
businesses.
Part10
37 CFR Part
Administrative practice
Administrative
practice and
procedure,
patents,
procedure, Inventions and patents.
Lawyers, Reporting and record keeping
requirements.

the
For the reasons
reasons set forth in the
preamble, 37 CFR parts 1I and 10 are
amended as follows:
1-RULES OF
PRACTICE IN
PART 1-RULES
OF PRACTICE
CASES
PATENT CASES
PATENT
1. The authority citation for part 1
continues to read as follows:
Authority: 35 U.S.C. 6, unless otherwise
noted.

1.17, paragraph
paragraph (i)(l)
[i)(1) is revised
revised
2. In §§ 1.17.
and paragraph (p) is added to read as
follows:
processing fees.
§ 1.17 Patent application proceaalng
*

*

*

§ 1.97(d)-to
1.97(d)-to consider
consider an
an information
information
disclosure
disclosure statement.
statement.
§ 1.103-to
1.103-to suspend
suspend action in
application.
application.
§ 1.177-for
1.177-for divisional
divisional reissues
reissues to
issue
issue separately.
§ 1.312-for
1.312-for amendment
amendment after
after

payment
payment of issue fee.
§ 1.313-to
1.313-to withdraw
withdraw an application
application
from issue.
§ 1.314-to
1.314-to defer
defer issuance
issuance of a patent.
§ 1.334-for
1.334-for patent to
to issue
issue to
assignee, assignment
assignment recorded
recorded late.
§ 1.666(b)-for
1.666(b)-for access
access to interference
interference
settlement
settlement agreement.
agreement.
*

*

•

*

*

•

(p)For
(p)
For submission
submission of an information
information
disclosure
1.97(c)
disclosure statement under § 1.97(c)$200.00.
$200.00.

3. Section
Section 1.28,
1.28, paragraph (d)(Z)
(d)(~) is
revised to read as follows:
§§ 1.28
1.28 Effect
Effect on
on fees
'ee. of failure to establish
entity.
status, or
or change
change status,
status, as
as a
a small
.mellentity.

•

*d}1*

*

**

(d)(1)
(d)(l) **• • •

List
List of Subjects

•

2033
2033

•

•
*

(i)(1) For filing a petition to the
(i)(l)
Commissioner under a section of this
to this
part listed below which refers to
paragraph-$130.00.
1.12-for access to an assignment .
§ 1.12-for
record.
record.
§ 1.14-for
1.14-for access to an application.
§ 1.53-to accord a filing date.
§§ 1.55-for entry of late priority
papers.
§ 1.60-to
1.60-to accord a filing date.
§ 1.62-to accord a filing date.
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(2)
Improperly and with intent to
(2) Improperly
deceive
deceive
(i)
(i) establishing status as a small
small
entity, or
(ii)paying
(ii)
paying fees as a small entity
considered as a fraud practiced
practiced
shall be considered
or attempted
attempted on the Office.
Office.
4. Section
Section 1.51, paragraph
paragraph (b) is
revised to read as follows:
General requisites of an
§§ 1.51 General
an application.

•
(b) Applicants are encouraged
encouraged to file
See
an information
information disclosure
disclosure statement. See
§§§ 1.97
1.97 and 1.98.

•
1.52, paragraph (c) is
5. Section 1.52.
revised to read as follows:
1.52 Language,
margins.
§§ 1.52
Language, paper, writing, margins.

•
(c) Any interlineation, erasure,
cancellation or other alteration of the
cancellation
application
made
application papers filed should be made
before the signing of any accompanying
oath or declaration pursuant to §§ 1.63
referring to those application
application papers and
should be dated and initialed or signed
of
by the applicant on the same sheet of
paper. Application papers containing
an
alterations made after the signing of an
oath Gr
cr declaration referring to those
appliction papers must be supported
supported by
applici1tion
a supphmental
suppl.emental oath or declaration
1.67(c). After
After the signing of the
under §§ 1.67(c).
oath or declaration referring to the
application papers, amendments may be
in the manner provided by
made in
1.123 through
through 1.125.
§§§§ 1.121 and 1.123
•

•

•
*

•
*

•

6. Section 1.56 is revised to read as
follows:

2034
2034

Register I/ Vol.
Vol. 57,
57, No.
No. 12
12 I/ Friday,
Friday, January
January 17,
17, 1992
1992 I/ Rules
Rules and
and Regulations
Regulations
Federal Register

1.56 Duty
Duty to
to disclose
discloseInformation
Information
§§1.56
material to
to patentability.
patentability.
material
(a) A
A patent
patent by
by its
its very
very nature
nature isis
(a)
affected with
with aa public
public interest.
interest. The
The
affected
public interest
interest is
is best
best served,
served, and
and the
the
public
most effective
effective patent
patent examination
examination
most
occurs when,
when, at
at the
the time
time an
an application
application
occurs
being examined,
examined, the
the Office
Office isis aware
aware
isis being
of and
and evaluates
evaluates the
the teachings
teachings of
of all
all
of
information material
material to
to patentability.
patentability.
information
Each individual
individual associated
associated with
with the
the
Each
filing and
and prosecution
prosecution of
of aa patent
patent
filing
application has
has aa duty
duty of
of candor
candor and
and
application
good faith
faith in
in dealing
dealing with
with the Office,
Office,
good
which includes
includes aa duty
duty to
to disclose
disclose to
to the
the
which
Office all
all information
information known
known to
to that
that
Office
individual to
to be
be material
material to
to patentability
patentability
individual
as defined
defined in
in this
this section.
section. The
The duty
duty to
to
as
disclose information
information exists
exists with
with respect
respect
disclose
to each
each pending
pending claim
claim until
until the
the claim
claim is
is
to
cancellbd
or withdrawn
withdrawn from
from
cancelll!d or
consideration, or
or the
the application
application
consideration,
becomes abandoned.
abandoned. Information
Information
becomes
material to
to the
the patentability
patentability of
of aa claim
claim
material
that is
is cancelled
cancelled or
or withdrawn
withdrawn from
from
that
consideration need
need not
not be
be submitted
submitted if
if
consideration
the information
information is
is not
not material
material to the
the
patentability of
of any
any claim
claim remaining
remaining
patentability
under consideration
consideration in
in the
the application.
application.
under
There is
is no
no duty
duty to
to submit
submit information
information
There
which is
is not
not material
material to
to the
the
which
patentability of
of any
any existing
existing claim.
The
patentability
claim. The
duty to
all information
information known
known
to disclose
disclose all
duty
to be
be material
material to
deemed
to
to patentability
patentability is
is deemed
to be
be satisfied
satisfied if
if all
all information
known
to
information known
to be
be material
material to
to
to patentability
patentability of
of any
any
claim
issued
in
by the
claim issued in aa patentwas
patent.was cited
cited by
the
Office or
or submitted
submitted to
to the
the Office
Office in
in the
the
Office
manner prescribed
§§ 1.97(bHd)
1.97(b)-(d) and
and
manner
prescribed by
by §§
1.98.
granted
1.98. However,
However. no
no patent
patent will
will be
be granted
on an
in connection
connection with
on
an application
application in
with
which
fraud on
the Office
was practiced
which fraud
on the
Office was
practiced
or
of disclosure
or attempted
attempted or
or the
the duty
duty of
disclosure
was
was violated
violated through
through bad
bad faith
faith or
or
intentional
misconduct. The
intentional misconduct.
The Office
Office
encourages
encourages applicants
applicants to
to carefully
carefully
examine:
examine:
(1)
(1) prior
prior art
art cited
cited in
in search
search reports
reports of
of
aa foreign
foreign patent
patent office
office in
in aa counterpart
counterpart
application,
application, and
and
(2)
(2) the
the closest
closest information
information over
over which
which
individuals
individuals associated
associated with
with the
the filing
filing or
or
prosecution
prosecution of
of aa patent
patent application
application
believe
believe any
any pending
pending claim
claim patentably
patentably
defines,
to make
make sure
sure that
that any
any material
material
defines, to
information
information contained
contained therein
therein isis
disclosed
disclosed to
to the
the Office.
Office.
(b)
(b) Under
Under this
this section,
section, information
information is
is
material
to patentability
patentability when
when itit isis not
not
material to
cumulative
cumulative to
to information
information already
already of
of
record
record or
or being
being made
made of
ofrecord
record in
in the
the
application,
and
application,and
(1)
(1) ItIt establishes,
establishes, by
by itself
itself or
or in
in
combination
combination with
with other
other information,
information, aa
prima
prima facie
facie case
case of
of unpatentability
unpatentability of
of aa
claim;
claim; or
or
(2)
(2) ItIt refutes,
refutes, or
or isis inconsistent
inconsistent with,
with. aa
position
in:
position the
the applicant
applicant takes
takes in:

(i)Opposing
Opposing an
an argument
argument of
of
(i)
unpatentability relied
relied on
on by
by the
the Office,
Office,
unpatentability
or
or
(ii) Asserting
Asserting an
an argument
argument of
of
(iI)
patentability.
patentability.
A prima
prima facie
facie case
case of
of unpatentability
unpatentability isis
A
established when
when the
the information
information
established
compels aa conclusion
conclusion that
that aa claim
claim isis
compels
unpatentable under
under the
the preponderance
preponderance
unpatentable
of evidence,
evidence, burden-of-proof
burden-of-proof standard.
standard,
of
giving each
each term
term in
in the
the claim
claim its
its
giving
broadest l>easonable
;easonable construction
construction
broadest
with the specification.
specification, and
and
consistent with
before any
any consideration
consideration is given
given to
to
before
which may
may be
be submitted
submitted in an
an
evidence which
to establish
establish aa contrary
contrary
attempt to
of patentability.
conclusion of
(c) Individuals associated with
with the
(c)
or prosecution of
of aa patent
filing or
within the
the meaning of this
this
application within
section are:
are:
section
(1) Each inventor named in
in the
the
(1)
application:
application;
(2) Each attorney or
or agent who
(2)
prepares or prosecutes the application;
prepares
and
(3) Every other person who is
(3)
substantively involved in the
preparation or prosecution
preparation
prosecution of the
associated with
application and who is associated
the inventor, with the assignee or with
anyone to whom there is an obligation
to assign the application.
(d) Individuals other than the
attorney,
attorney. agent
agent or inventor may comply
with this section
section by disclosing
information
agent, or
or
information to the attorney, agent.
inventor.
7. Section 1.63,
7.
1.63. paragraphs
paragraphs (b)(3)
(b)(3) and
and
(d) are revised to read as follows:
follows:
§ 1.63
1.63 Oath
Oath or declaration.
declaration.

•
(b)
(b)·* *• *•
(3)
(3) Acknowledges
Acknowledges the duty to disclose
disclose
to the
the Office
Office all information
information known to
to
the
material to
to
the person
person to be material
patentability
1.56.
patentability as
as defined
defined in
in § 1.56.

•

•

(d) In
In any
any continuation-in-part
continuation-in-part
application
application filed under
under the
the conditions
conditions
specified
35 U.S.C. 120
120 which
which
specified in 35
discloses
discloses and
and claims
claims subject
subject matter
matter in
in
addition
addition to
to that
that disclosed
disclosed in
in the
the prior
prior
copending
copending application,
application. the
the oath
oath or
or
declaration
declaration must
must also
also state
state that
that the
the
person
person making
making the
the oath
oath or
or declaration
declaration
acknowledges
to disclose
disclose to
to the
the
acknowledges the
the duty
duty to
Office
Office all
all information
information known
known to
to the
the
person
to patentability
patentability as
as
person to
to be
be material
material to
defined
1.56, which
which became
became
defined in
in §§ 1.56,
available
available between
between the
the filing
filing date
date of
of the
the
prior
and the
the national
national or
or
prior application
application and
PCT
PCT international
international filing
filing date
date of
ofthe
the
continuation-in-part
continuation-in-part application.
application.
8.
8. Section
Section 1.67
1.67 isis amended
amended by
by adding
adding aa
new
(c) to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
new paragraph
paragraph (c)
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§§1.67
1.67 Supplemental
Supplemental oath
oath or
ordeclaration.
declaration.

(c)
(c)AA supplemental
supplemental oath
oath or
or declaration
declaration
meeting
meeting the
the requirements
requirements of
of §§1.63
1.63 must
must
also
also be
be filed
filed ifif the
the application
application was.
was.
altered
after the
altered after
the oath
oath or
or declaration
declaration was
was
signed
signed or
or ifif the
the oath
oath or
or declaration
declaration was
was
signed:
signed:
(1)
(1)In
In blank;
blank;
(2)
(2)Without
Without review
review thereof
thereof by
by the
the
person
person making
making the
the oath
oath or
or declaration;
declaration;
or
or
(3)
(3)Without review
review of
of the
the
specification.
specification, including the claims.
claims, as
as
required
required by
by §§ 1.63(b)[1).
1.63(b)(1).
9.9. Section
Section 1.97
1.97 is
is revised
revised to
to read as
follows:
1.97 Filing
Filing of
of Information
Information disclosure
disclosure
§§1.97
statement
statement.

(a)
(a) In
In order to
to have information
considered by the Office during
during the
pendency of
of aa patent application.
application, an
information disclosure statement in
compliance with §§ 1.98
1.98 should be filed in
accordance with this section.
(b)
(b) An information disclosure
statement shall be considered
considered by the
Office if
if filed:
filed:
(1)
(1) Within three months of the filing
date of a national application;
(2)
of
(2) Within three months of the date of
entry of the national stage as set forth in
international application;
§ 1.491 in an international
or
(3) Before the mailing date of a first
(3)
Office action
action on the merits,
whichever event
event occurs
occurs last.
whichever
(c) An information
information disclosure
(c)
statement shall be considered
considered by the
the
statement
Office if filed after
after the period specified
Office
(b) of
of this section, but
but
in paragraph
paragraph (b)
in
before the mailing date
date of either:
before
(1) A
A final action
action under
under § 1.113
1.113 or
or
(1)
(2) A
A notice of
of allowance
allowance under
under
(2)
1.311,
§ 1.311,
whichever occurs
occurs first,
first. provided
provided the
the
whichever
statement is
is accompanied
accompanied by
by either
either a
statement
certification as
as specified
specified in
in paragraph
paragraph
certification
(3) of
of this section
section or
or the
the fee
fee set
set forth in
in
(3)
1.17(p).
§§ 1.17(p).
(d) An information
information disclosure
disclosure
(d)
statement shall
shall be
be considered
considered by
by the
the
statement
Office ifif filed
filed after
after the
the mailing
mailing date
date of
of
Office
either:
(1) A
A final
final action
action under
under §§ 1.113
1.113 or
or
(1)
(2) AA notice
notice of
of allowance
allowance under
under
(2)
1.311,
§§ 1.311,
whichever occurs
occurs first,
first, but
but before
before
whichever
payment of
of the
the issue
issue fee,
fee, provided
provided the
the
payment
statement is
is accompanied
accompanied by:
by:
statement
(i) AA certification
certification as
as specified
specified in
in
(i)
(e) of
of this
this section,
section,
paragraph (e)
paragraph
(ii) A
A petition
petition requesting
requesting
(ii)
consideration of
of the
the information
information
consideration
disclosure statement,
statement, and
and
disclosure

••
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(iii) The petition fee set forth in
in
1.17(i)(1).
§ 1.17(i)(1).
(e) A certification
certification under this section
section
must state either:
(1) That
That each item of information
information
contained in the information
information disclosure
statement was cited in a communication
communication
from a foreign patent
patent office
office in a
counterpart foreign application not more
of
than three months prior to the filing of
the statement, or
or
(2) That
That no item of information
contained
contained in the information disclosure
statement
statement was cited
cited in a communication
communication
from a foreign patent office in a
counterpart
counterpart foreign application or, to the
the
knowledge
knowledge of the person signing the
certification
certification after
after making
making reasonable
inquiry,
individual
inquiry. was known
known to any individual
designated
designated in § 1.56(c) more than three
months prior to the filing of the
statement.
(f) No extensions of time for filing an
an
information disclosure statement are
information
permitted
permitted under § 1.136. If a bona fide
1.98.
attempt is made to comply with § 1.98,
but part of the required content is
inadvertently
omitted, additional
inadvertently omitted.
additional time
may be given to enable full compliance.
(g) An information disclosure
statement
statement filed in accordance with this
section
section shall not be construed as a
representation
representation that a search
search has been
been
made.
(h) The filing of an information
information
disclosure
disclosure statement shall not be
construed to be an admission that the
the
construed
information cited in the statement
statement is, or
information
or
is considered
be, material to
considered to be.
to
1.56(b).
patentability as defined
defined in § 1.56(b).
(i) Information disclosure
(i)
disclosure statements,
filed before
before the grant of a patent, which
do not comply with this section and
§§ 1.98 will be placed
placed in the file, but will
not be considered
considered by the Office.
10. Section 1.98 is revised to read as
as
follows:
§ 1.98
of Information disclosure
1.98 Content of
statement
statement.

(a) Any information disclosure
disclosure
statement filed under § 1.97 shall
statement
include:
(1) A list of all patents, publications,
(1)
or other information submitted for
consideration
consideration by the Office;
(2) A legible copy of:
(i) Each U.S.
(i)
u.S. and foreign patent;
(ii) Each
Each publication
publication or that portion
(ii)
portion
which caused
caused it to be listed; and
and
(iii) All other information or that
portion which caused
listed,
caused it to be listed.
except that no copy of a u.S.
U.S. patent
patent
application
and
application need be included; and
(3)
(3) A
A concise explanation
explanation of the
relevance,
presently understood
understood
relevance. as it is presently
by the individual
designated in § 1.56(c)
1.50(c)
individual deSignated
most
knowledgeable about the content
most knowledgeable
content
of the information,
information, of each patent,

•

publication,
publication. or other information
listed
information listed
that is not in the English language.
The
language. The
concise
concise explanation
explanation may be either
either
separate
separate from the specification
specification or
or
incorporated
incorporated therein.
(b) Each U.S. patent listed in an
information
information disclosure statement
statement shall
be identified by patentee, patent number
number
and issue date. Each foreign patent
patent or
or
published
published foreign patent application
identified by the country or
shall be identified
or
patent office which issued the patent or
or
published the application, an
published
appropriate
number, and the
appropriate document number.
publication date indicated on the patent
patent
or published
published application. Each
Each
publication shall be identified
identified by author
author
(if any), title.
title, relevant pages of the
the
publication, date and place of
publication.
(c) When the disclosures of two or
or
an
more patents or publications
publications listed in an
information disclosure statement
information
statement are
substantively
substantively cumulative, a copy of one
one
of the patents or publications may be
be
other
submitted without
without copies of the other
publications provided
patents or publications
provided that a
statement is made that these other
other
patents or publications are cumulative.
If a written English-language
English-language translation
translation
of a non-English language
language document.
or
document, or
portion thereof.
thereof, is within the possession,
custody or control of.
of, or is readily
designated
available to any individual
individual designated
1.56(c), a copy of the translation
translation
in § 1.56(c).
accompany the statement.
shall accompany
(d) A
A copy of any patent,
patent. publication
publication
or other information listed in an
an
statement is not
information disclosure
disclosure statement
not
required
required to be provided
provided if it was
previously
previously cited by or submitted
submitted to the
the
Office
Office in a prior application, provided
provided
application is properly
that the prior application
identified in the statement and relied
relied
earlier filing date under 35
upon for an earlier
U.S.C.
120.
U.S.C.120.
[Removed]
§§ 1.99 [Removed]
11. Section
11.
Section 1.99
1.99 is removed and
reserved.
1.175, paragraph
12. Section
Section 1.175.
paragraph (a)(7), is
is
revised to read as follows:
revised

against
§ 1.291 Protests by the public against
pending
pending applications.
member of the public
public
(a) Protests by a member
against pending applications
applications will be

referred to the examiner
examiner having charge
referred
of the subject
subject matter involved. A protest
protest
identifying the application
specifically identifying
application
to which the protest is directed
directed will be
be
entered in the application
application file if:
if:
(1)The protest is timely submitted;
(1)
and
(2)The protest is either served
(2)
served upon
the applicant in accordance with § 1.248,
1.248.
or filed with the Office in duplicate in
in
the event service is not possible.
Protests raising fraud or other
inequitable
conduct issues will be
inequitable conduct
entered in the application file, generally
generally
without comment
comment on those issues.
adequately
Protests which do not adequately
identify a pending patent
patent application
application
will be disposed of and will not be
considered
considered by the Office.

•

*
(a]
(a)'* *• •
(7) Acknowledging the duty to
to
disclose
information
disclose to the Office all information
known to applicants to be material
material to
patentability
patentability as defined in § 1.56.

•
§§ 1.193
1.193

•

•

•

[Amended]
[Amended]

13. Section
Section 1.193(c) is removed and
and
reserved.
reserved.
(a) and
14. Section 1.291, paragraphs
paragraphs (aJ
and
(c), are revised to read as follows:
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•

(c)
(c) A member of the public filing a
under
protest in an application under
ofthis
section will not
paragraph (a) of
this section
receive any communications from the
the
than
Office relating
relating to the protest, other than
the return
return of a self-addressed
self-addressed postcard
which the member of the public may
may
include with the protest in order to
acknowledgment by the
receive an acknowledgment
the
Office that the protest has been
received. The Office
Office may communicate
communicate
with the applicant
applicant regarding any protest
protest
and may require the applicant
applicant to
respond
respond to specific questions
questions raised by
the protest. In the absence
absence of a request
request
by the Office, an applicant has no duty
to.
to, and need not, respond to a protest.
member
The limited involvement of the member
to
pursuant to
of the public filing a protest pursuant
paragraph (a) of this section
section ends with
paragraph
the filing of the protest, and no further
submission on behalf
behalf of the protestor
protestor
submission
will be considered unless such
submission raises new issues which
submission
could
could not have been earlier
earlier presented.
15. Section 1.313, paragraph
paragraph (b),
(b), is
is
revised to read as follows:
§ 1.313
1.313 Withdrawal from Issue.
Issue.

•

*

§ 1.175 Reissue oath or declaration.
declaration.

2035
2035

•
*

•

*t

*

*
(b) When the issue fee has been paid,
the application will not be withdrawn
from issue for any reason
reason except:
(1)
mistake on the part of the Office;
(1) A mistake
(2)
violation of §
11.56
(2) A violation
1.56 or illegality in
the application;
(3)
(3)Unpatentability
Unpatentability of one or more
claims;
(4) For interference;
interference; or
(5)
permit
(5) For abandonment
abandonment to permit
consideration of an information
information
§ 1.97 in a
disclosure statement
statement under 11.97
continuing application.
application.

PARTS, FORM
FORM AND
AND CONTENT OF APPLICATION
APPUCATION

(10 pages or
Relatively
program listings (10
Relatively short computer program
of
less) must be submitted on paper and will be printed as part of
II or more pages
computer program
program listing is 11
the patent. If the computer
in length, it may be submitted on either
either paper
paper or microfiche,
although microfiche is preferred.
Copies of publicly
publicly available
available computer
computer program listings
Trademark Office**
Office** on
available from the Patent and Trademark
>are<* available
paper >and on microfiche at the cost set forth in 37 CFR
1.19(a)(5) and (6).<**
1.19(a)(5)
INFORMATION
OTHER INFORMATION
The micrographic
micrographic standards referred
referred to in >37 CFR<*
1.96(b)(2)
1.96(b)(2) may be obtained from either the National
National MicrograMicrogra
Maryphic Association, 8719 Colesville Road, Silver Spring, Mary
1430
land, 20910 or the American
Alnerican National
National Standards Institute, 1430
Broadway, New York, New York 10018.
The effect
effect of >37 CFR<* 1.96 is that if a computer program
program
listing (printout) is 11 or more pages long, the applicant may
Relatively short
submit such listing in the form of microfiche. Relatively
(10 pages or less) must be submitted
computer program
program listings (10
on paper and will be printed as part of the patent, as in the past.
When the computer program
11 or more pages in
program listing is 11
length, it may be submitted
submitted on either paper or microfiche,
although microfiche is preferred. A microfiche
microfiche filed with a
patent application will be referred to as a "Microfiche Appen
Appendix," and will be identified as such on the front page of the
the
"Microfiche
patent, but will not be part of the printed patent. "Microfiche
Appendix," denotes the total microfiche, whether
Appendix,"
whether only one, or
two or more. One microfiche
microfiche is equivalent
equivalent to a maximum
maximum of
either 63 (9x7) or 98 (14x7)
(14x7) frames (pages), or less.
The face of the file jacket
jacket will bear a label to denote that a
Microfiche Appendix is included in the application. A statement
Microfiche
statement
specification to the effect
must be included in the specification
effect that a micromicro
fiche appendix
appendix is included in the application. The specification
immedientry must appear at the beginning of the specification
specification immedi
37
ately following any cross reference
reference to related
related applications,
applications, 37
1.77(c)(2). The patent front page and the Official Gazette
CFR 1.77(c)(2).
micro
entry will both contain information
information as to the number of microfiche and frames of computer program listings appearing
appearing in the
the
microfiche appendix.
microfiche
When
When an application containing microfiche
microfiche is received in
the **Correspondence
**Correspondence >and Mail Division<, a special pocket
will be affixed to the center
center section of the inside of the file
wrapper
wrapper underneath
underneath all papers, and the microfiche inserted
therein. The application
application file will then proceed on its normal
course, and when it reaches the Application
Application >Branch<, a label
which sticks up above the file wrapper will be placed
placed at the
the
center section of the face of the wrapper. When the application
application
file reaches the **>Micrographics<
**>Micrographics< Division, the Microfiche
Microfiche
Appendix label will be placed on the face of the file wrapper.
Appendix
**>the
When the Allowed Files >and Assembly Branch<* of **>the
Office of Publications< receives the application
application file, the person
placing the patent number on the face of the file, upon seeing the
Supervisor
Microfiche Appendix label, will give the file to the Supervisor
who will call >Micrographics<
>Micrographics< Division and give the serial
number and patent number, and request
request copies of the micro-
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fiche. **>Micrographics<
**>Micrographics< Division personnel will then put the
patent number on the microfiche(s),
microfiche(s), making certain
certain each micromicro
patent
fiche is the most recent, and numbering each correctly,
correctly, e.g., 1 of
1,
completion, two copies will be produced
produced and
1, 1 of 2, etc. Upon completion,
provided
provided to Allowed
Allowed >and Assembly Branch<
Branch< Files - one for
the grant head and one for the file wrapper.
At the time of assembly, the Microfiche
Microfiche Appendix
Appendix will be
eyeletplaced inside the grant head behind the patent grant for eyelet
ting, ribboning, and mailing
mailing to the patentee/attorney.
patentee/attorney. During the
the
signing of the grant heads by the Attesting
Attesting Officer, the patent
will be checked to assure proper
proper assembly
assembly prior to mailing.

609 Information Disclosure
[R-14]
Disclosure Statement [R·14]
CFR 1.97 Filing
disclosure statement.
statement.
37 CFR
Filing of information
information disclosure
(a) **>In order to have information
(a)
information considered
considered by the Office
during the pendency of a patent application, an information
information disclosure
statement
statement in compliance
compliance with § 1.98 should be filed in accordance with
this section.
(b) An information
information disclosure statement shall be considered by the
(b)
Office
Office if filed:
the filing date of a national
application;
ofthe
national application;
(1) Within three
three months of
(2) Within three
(2)
three months of the date of entry of the national stage
as set forth in § 1.491 in an international application; or
(3) Before
(3)
Before the mailing date of a first Office action on the merits,
whichever event occurs last.
information disclosure statement shall be considered
(c) An information
considered by the
Office
Office if filed after the period specified in paragraph
paragraph (b) of this section,
but before
before the mailing date of either:
(1) A fmal
final action
action under
under §§ 1.113 or
or
(2)
(2) A notice of allowance under § 1.311,
1.311,
whichever occurs first, provided the statement
statement is accompanied by
by
specified in paragraph (3)
(3) of this section or the
either a certification as specified
fee set forth in § 1.17(p).
1.17(p).
(d) An information
information disclosure statement
statement shall be considered by the
Office
Office if filed after the mailing date of either:
(1) A final action under § 1.113 or
(2) A notice of allowance under § 1.311,
1.311,
(2)
whichever occurs first, but before payment of the issue fee,
provided
accompanied by:
provided the statement is accompanied
(i) A certification
specified in paragraph (e) of this section,
certification as specified
(ii)
dis(ii) A petition requesting consideration of the information dis
closure
closure statement, and
(iii) The petition fee set forth in § 1.17(i)(I).
1.17(i)(1).
certification under this section
(e) A certification
section must state either:
(1) That each item of information contained in the information
information
disclosure
disclosure statement
statement was cited in a communication
communication from a foreign
patent office in a counterpart
counterpart foreign application not more than three
months prior to the filing of the statement, or
or
(2) That no item of information
(2)
information contained in the information
information
disclosure
disclosure statement
statement was cited in a communication
communication from a foreign
patent
counterpart foreign application
application or, to the knowledge
patent office
office in a counterpart
knowledge
certification after
of the person signing the certification
after making reasonable
reasonable inquiry,
was known to any individual
individual designated in § 1.56(c)
1.56(c) more than three
months
months prior to the filing of the statement.
(f) No extensions
extensions of time for filing an information disclosure
attempt is made
statement are permitted
permitted under § 1.136. If a bona fide attempt
to comply
to
comply with § 1.98, but part of the required content
content is inadvertently
omitted,
compliance.
omitted, additional time may be given to enable full compliance.
(g) An information
information disclosure statement
med in accordance
accordance with
(g)
statement filed
this section
section shall
shall not
not be
representation that
that a search
be construed
construed as a representation
search has
this
been made.
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The filing of
of an
an information
information disclosure
disclosure statement
statement shall
shall not
not be
be
(h) The
construed to be
be an admission
admission that the information
information cited
cited in
in the statement
statement
construed
is considered
considered to
to be,
be, material
material to
to patentability
patentability as defined
defined in
is, or is
is,
§ 1.56(b).
1.56(b).
of a
(i) Information
Information disclosure
disclosure statements,
statements, filed
filed before
before the grant
grant of
(i)
which do not comply
comply with
with this
this section
section and
and § 1.98
1.98 will be
be placed
placed
patent, which
will not be considered
considered by
by the
the Office.<
Office.<
in the file, but will
[Amended, 57 FR
FR 2021,
2021, Jan. 17.
effective Mar.
Mar. 16,
16. 1992]
1992)
17, 1992, effective
[Amended,

37 CFR
CFR 1.98 Content of
ofinformaJion
staJement.
information disclosure statement.
(a) **>Any information disclosure statement
statement filed under
under § 1.97
1.97
(a)
shall include:
include:
shall
all patents, publications
publications or
or other information
information submitsubmit
(1) A list of all
ted
ted for consideration
consideration by
by the
the Office;
(2) A legible
legible copy
copy of :
(2)
(i) Each
Each U.S. and
and foreign
foreign patent;
(ii)
that portion which caused
caused it to
to be
be listed;
listed;
(ii) Each
Each publication or that
and
(iii) All
All other information
information or that portion
portion which caused it to be
listed, except that no
no copy of aaU.S.
U.S. patent application
application need
need be included;
and
relevance, as it is presently
(3) A concise
concise explanation
explanation of the relevance,
(3)
1.56(c) most knowledgeknowledge
by the individual designated
designated in § 1.56(c)
understood by
of the information,
information, of each patent, publication,
publication,
able about the content of
or other information listed that is not in the English
English language. The
specification or
explanation may
or
concise explanation
may be either separate
separate from the specification
incorporated
incorporated therein.
information disclosure statement
statement
(b) Each U.S. patent listed in an information
patentee, patent
patent number and issue date. Each
shall be identified by patentee,
identiforeign patent or published foreign patent application
application shall be identi
fied by the country or patent
patent office which
which issued the patent or published
document number, and the publication
publication
the application.
application, an appropriate document
published application. Each
Each publication
date indicated on the patent
patent or published
shall be identified by author (if any), title, relevant pages of the
the
publication,
publication, date and place of publication.
publications
(c) When the disclosures of two or more patents or publications
information disclosure statement are substantively cumulisted in an information
cumu
lative, a copy of one of the patents or publications may be submitted
copies of the other patents or publications provided that a
without copies
cumulapublications are cumula
statement is made that these other patents or publications
lanEnglish-language translation of a non-English lan
tive. If a written English-language
guage document, or portion thereof, is within the possession, custody
in
or control of, or is readily available to any individual designated in
§ 1.56(c), a copy of the translation shall accompany the statement.
(d) A copy of any patent, publication or other information listed in
information disclosure statement is not required to be provided if it
an information
was previously cited by or submitted to the Office in a prior application,
stateapplication is properly identified
provided that the prior application
identified in the
the state
U.S.C. 120.<
ment and relied upon for an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C.
[Amended,
1992]
1992, effective Mar. 16, 1992)
2021, Jan. 17, 1992.
[Amended, 57 FR 2021.

involved
substantively involved
and other individuals substantively
**>Applicants andotherindividuals
**>Applicants
prosecution of a patent application
preparation and/or prosecution
with the preparation
information which is material
a duty to submit to the Office infonnation
have aduty
to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56. These individuals
information for a variety
also may want the Office to consider infonnation
of other reasons, e.g., without first determining whether the
information meets any particular standard of materiality, or
because another patent office considered the information to be
relevant in a counterpart or related patent application filed in
another country, or to make sure that the examiner has an
information that was considopportunity to consider the same infonnation
Rev. 14.
14, Nov. 1992
1992

eredby
ered by the
theindividuals
individuals that were
were substantively
substantivelyinvolved
involved with
with the
the
preparation
preparation or prosecution
prosecution of a patent application.
application.
An
An information
infonnation disclosure
disclosure statement
statement filed
filed in accordance
accordance
1.97
and
of
37
CFR
with the provisions
provisions of 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98
1.98 provides
provides the
the
procedure
procedure available
available to
to an applicant
applicant to submit
submit information
information to the
the
Office
Office so that the
the information
infonnation will be
be considered
considered by
by the examexam
iner
iner assigned
assigned to the
the application.
application. The requirements
requirements for the
the
content
content of
of a statement
statement have been simplified
simplified in the new rules
encourage
which
which became
became effective
effective on March
March 16,
16, 1992,
1992, to encourage
individuals
individuals associated
associated in a substantive
substantive way with
with the
the filing and
and
prosecution
prosecution of
of a patent
patent application
application to submit
submit information to the
the
Office
Office so
so the examiner
examiner can determine
determine its relevance
relevance to the
claimed
claimed invention.
invention. The procedures
procedures for submitting
submitting an informainfonna
tion
tion disclosure
disclosure statement
statement under the new rules are
are designed
designed to
to
encourage
encourage individuals to submit information
information to the
the Office
Office
promptly.
promptly.
In order to have
have information
information considered
considered by the
the Office
Office during
during
the
the pendency
pendency of a patent application,
application, an information
information disclosure
1.98 as to content
compliance with 37 CFR
statement in compliance
CFR 1.98
content must be
filed in accordance
accordance with the procedural
procedural requirements
requirements of 37 CFR
below.
1.97.
1.97. The requirements
requirements as to content are discussed
discussed in A
Abelow.
The
The requirements based
based on the time of filing the statement are
discussed in B
B below. Examiner
Examiner handling of
of information disclodisclo
sure statements
statements is discussed
discussed in C below.
The Office has set forth the minimum requirements
requirements for
information
information to be considered
considered in 37 CFR 1.97
1.97 and 1.98. Once the
minimum requirements are met, the examiner
examiner has an obligation
obligation
to consider the information. These rules provide
provide certainty
certainty for
informathe public by defining the requirements
requirements for submitting informa
tion to the Office so that the Office will consider information
Information submitted to the Office
before a patent is granted. Information
Office
1.97 and
that does not comply with the requirements of 37 CFR 1.97
considered by the Office, but will be placed in
1.98 will not be considered
the application
application file.
shall not
not
The filing of an information
infonnation disclosure statement shall
made.
37
has
been
that
a
search
be construed
construed as a representation
representation
search
37
a
applicant
for
that
an
requirement
There
is
no
CFR 1.97(g).
1.97(g). There
requirement
applicant
patent make a patentability search. Further, the filing of an
information disclosure statement shall not be construed to be an
information cited in the statement is, or is
admission that the infonnation
patentability as defined in 37 CFR
considered to be, material to patentability
1.97(h). See MPEP §§ 706.02(b) regarding
1.56(b). 37 CFR 1.97(h).
admissions by applicant.
Multiple information disclosure statements may be filed in
a single application, and they will be considered, provided each
is in compliance with the appropriate requirements. Use of form
Citation," is encouraged as
PTO- 1449, "Information
PTO-I449,
"Infonnation Disclosure Citation,"
as
a means to provide the required list of information. See C(2)
below.
Information which is cited or submitted to the Office in the
Infonnation
parent application of a file wrapper continuing application
part of the file before the examiner
under 37 CFR 1.62 will be part
and need not be resubmitted in the continuing application.
Likewise, the examiner will consider information cited or
when examining
examining
application when
in aa parent
parent application
submitted to the Office in
information need not
a continuing
continuing application, and a list of the infonnation
unless applicant
submitted in the continuing application ul)less
be submitted
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desires the
the information
infonnation to be
be printed
printed on the patent.
patent.
desires
A. CONTENT

An information
information disclosure
disclosure statement
statement must comply
comply with
with the
the
An
provisions of
on377 CFR
CFR 1.98
1.98 as
as to
to content
contentin
in order
order to be considered
considered
provisions
Office. Each information
information disclosure statement
statement must
must
by the Office.
applicable provisions
provisions of A(1),
A(1), A(2)
A(3)
A(2) and A(3)
comply with the applicable
below.

A..Ul
Each information
information disclosure statement
statement must include a list
list
A (1)Each
of all patents,
patents, publications,
publications, or other
other information
information submitted
submitted for
consideration
consideration by the Office.
Office.
37 CFR 1.98(b)
1.98(b) requires that each
each U.S.
U.S. patent listed in an
information disclosure statement
statement be identified
identified by patentee,
patentee,
information
patent or published
published
patent number, and issue date. Each foreign patent
patent
country or
foreign patent application
application must be identified by the country
patent
which issued the patent or published
published the applicaapplica
patent office
office which
appropriate document
document number, and
and the publication
publication date
tion, an appropriate
patent or published application.
application. Each publicapublica
indicated on the patent
indicated
by author
author (if any), title, relevant
relevant pages
pages of
of
tion must be identified by
date (at least month
month and year) and
and place
place of
of
the publication, date
publication. The place of publication
publication refers
refers to the name of the
information
journal,
journal, magazine
magazine or other
other publication in which the infonnation
being submitted was published.
To comply with this requirement, the list may not be
be incorincor
porated into the specification
but must be submitted in a separate
separate
specification butmustbe
confirm that
paper. A separate list is required so that it is easy to confum
information disclosure statement,
applicant intends to submit an information
because it provides
provides a readily available checklist
checklist for the
and because
indicate which identified
identified documents have been
examiner to indicate
examiner
considered. A copy of a separate list will also provide a simple
means of communication to applicant to indicate the listed
considered and those listed docudocuments
docu
documents that have been
been considered
PTO-1449,
ments that have not been considered. Use of form PTO-I449,
Citation," is encouraged.
"Information Disclosure
Disclosure Citation,"
encouraged. See C(2)
below.

am
stateinformation disclosure state
A.M In addition to the list, each infonnation
ment must also include a legible copy of:
U.S. and foreign patent;
(i)Each U.S.
(ii)Each publication or that portion which caused it to be
listed; and
(iii)Al other information or that portion which caused
(iii)AU
caused it to
U.S. patent application need
be listed, except that no copy of a U.S.
be included.
There are exceptions to this general rule that a copy must be
37 CFR 1.98(d)
1.98(d) states that a copy of any patent,
provided. First, 37
disclopublication or other
other information listed in an information disclo
publication
if it was previously
sure statement is not required to be provided if
or submitted to the Office in a prior application,
cited by or
provided that the prior application is properly identified in the
statement and relied upon for an earlier filing date under 35
U.S.C. 120. The examiner will consider information cited or
U.S.C.
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submitted
Office in a prior
prior application
application relied on
on under
under 35
submitted to the Office
U.S.C.
U.S.C. 120. This
This exception
exception to the requirement
requirement for copies
copies of
of
information
to information
information which
which was
was cited
cited in
in an
an
information does
does not apply
apply to
international
international application
application under
under the Patent Cooperation
Cooperation Treaty.
Treaty.
If
Ifthe
the information
information cited
cited or
or submitted
submitted in the
the prior application
application was
not in English,
English, aa concise
concise explanation
explanation of
of the
the relevance
relevance of the
information
information to the
the new application
application is
is not required
required unless the
relevance
information differs from its relevance
relevance of the information
relevance as
explained
explained in
in the prior
prior application.
application. See A(3)
A(3) below.
disclosures of
Second, 37 CFR 1.98(c) states that
that when the
the disclosures
of
two
two or more
more patents
patents or
or publications
publications listed in an
an information
information
disclosure
copy of
of one
disclosure statement
statementare
are substantively
substantively cumulative, a copy
of the patents
patents or
or publications
publications may be submitted
submitted without
without copies
copies
of the other patents
patents or publications
publications provided
provided that a statement
statement is
made
made that these
these other patents
patents or publications
publications are cumulative.
The
The examiner
examiner will then
then consider
consider only the
the patent
patent or publication
publication
will
so
indicate
of
which
a
copy
is
submitted
and
of which
submitted and
indicate on the list or
form PTO-1449
PTO-I449 submitted, e.g., by crossing
crossing out the listing of
ofthe
the
information.
cumulative
cumulative
37 CFR 1.98(c) further states
states that if a written English
English
of
a
non-English
language document, or
language translation
translation

portion thereof, is within the possession, custody or control of,
37
or is readily available
available to any individual
individual designated
designated in 37
the
translation
shall
accompany
1.56(c),
a
copy
of
the
CFR 1.56(c), copy
translation
statement. Translations are not required
required to be filed unless they
have been reduced to writing and are actually translations of
of
what is contained
contained in the non-English language information.
information. If
no translation
translation is submitted, the examiner
examiner will consider
consider the
and
insofar as it
of
the
concise
explanation
information in view
concise
is understood on its face, e.g., drawings, chemical formulas,
nonEnglish language abstracts, in the same manner that non
considEnglish language
language information
information in Office
Office search files is consid
ered by examiners
examiners in conducting
conducting searches.
searches.

A.M
A..ili Each information disclosure statement must further inin
clude
clude a concise explanation of the relevance, as it is presently
1.56(c)
individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(
c) most
understood by the individual
knowledgeable
knowledgeable about the content of the information, of each
te
patent, publication, or other information listed that is not in the
English
angnag . The concise explanation
En~lish lan~ua~e.
explanation may be either sepasepa
incorporated therein.
rate from the specification or incorporated
is
requirement for a concise explanation of relevance is
The requirement
limited to information that is not in the English language. The
relevance as understood
explanation required is limited to the relevance
understood by
in
37
CFR
1.56(c)
most
knowledgethe individual
designated
individual
1.56(c)
knowledge
at
the
time the
able about the content of the information
information
If a translation of the
information is submitted to the Office. If
foreign language
information into English is submitted with the foreign
An English
Englishno
concise
explanation
is
required.
concise
information,
language equivalent application may be submitted to fulfill this
fact, a translation of a foreign language
requirement if it is, in fact,
statement.
information disclosure statement.
application being listed in an infonnation
application
requirement for the translation to be verified. Where
There is no requirement
the information listed is not in the English language, but was
cited in a search report or other action by a foreign patent office
counterpart foreign application, the requirement for a
in aa counterpart
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concise explanation
explanation of relevance
relevance can
can be
be satisfied
satisfied by submitting
submitting
concise
an English
English language
language version
version of
ofthe
the search
search report
reportor
oraction
action which
which
an
indicates
indicates the degree
degree of
of relevance
relevance found by the foreign
foreign office.
This may
may be
be an explanation
explanation of which
which portion
portion of the
the reference
reference isis
This
particularly relevant,
relevant, to which
which claims
claims itit applies,
applies, or
or merely
merely an
an
particularly
"'X",
"Y"
or
"A"
indication
on
a
search
report.
The
requirement
"X", "Y" or "A" indication on a search report.
requirement
concise explanation
explanation of non-English
non-English language
language information
information
for a concise
satisfied by
by a statement
statement that a reference
reference was cited
cited
would not be satisfied
prosecution of a parent, related,
related, or copending
copending United
United
in the prosecution
application.
States application.
concise explanation may indicate
indicate that a
a particular
particular figure
The concise
paragraph of
of the
the patent or
or publication
publication is relevant
relevant to the
the
or paragraph
claimed invention.
invention. It might be
be a simple
simple statement
statement pointing
pointing to
claimed
similarities
similarities between
between the item of information
information and
and the
the claimed
invention. It is permissible
permissible but not
not necessary to
to discuss
discuss differdiffer
cited information
claims.
information and the claims.
ences between the cited
Applicants
provide a concise
concise explanation
explanation
Applicants may, if they wish, provide
information is being submitted
submitted and
and
English-language information
of why English-language
how it is understood to be relevant. Concise
Concise explanations are
helpful
particularly where documents
documents are
are lengthy
helpful to the Office, particularly
and complex
complex and applicant
applicant is aware
aware of a section
section that is highly
highly
relevant
relevant to patentability
patentability or where a large number
number of documents
are submitted
submitted and applicant
applicant is aware
aware that one or more are highly
are
relevant
patentability.
relevant to patentability.
B.
Be TIME FOR FILING
FILING
informaThe procedure and requirements
requirements for submitting an informa
tion disclosure statement are linked to four stages in the processprocess
ing of a patent application:
application: (1) within three months of filing, or
whichever is later; (2) after the period
before
before first
frrst Office
Office action, wh.ichever
period
(1), but before final Office action or a Notice of Allowance,
in (1),
Allowance,
whichever is earlier,
earlier, (3)
(3) after the period
period in (2) but on or before
(3) and
the date the issue fee is paid; and (4) after
after the period in (3)
up to the time the patent application
application can be effectively withwith
drawn from issue. The procedures and requirements apply to
applications filed under 35 U.S.C. 111 (utility), 161 (plants),
international appli
appli171 (designs), and 251 (reissue),
(reissue), as well as international
cations entering
entering the national stage under 35 U.S.C. 371.
requirements based on the time when the information
The requirements
disclosure statement is filed are summarized as follows.

Time when IDS is filed

Requirements
37 CFR 11.97
97 RCQuirements

cIr
(1) Within 3 months of filing or
first Office action on
before frrst
the merits, whichever
whichever is later.

None (always
considered).

(2) After (1) but before final
action or notice of allowance.

Certification or
1.17(p) fee.

notice
(3) After final action or notice·
(3)
payof allowance and before pay
ment of issue fee.

Certification,
petition, and
fee.' '
petition fee.

An
An information
information disclosure
disclosure statement
statement will be considered
considered by
by
the
the examiner
examiner if
if filed:
(i)
(i) within
within three months of
of the
the filing date
date of a national
national
application;
application;
(ii) within
within three
three months
months of the date of
of entry
entry of
of the
the national
national
international
application;
in
37
CFR
1.491
in
an
stage
as
setforth
stage set forth 37 CFR 1.491 in international
or
or
first Office
(iii) before
before the mailing
mailing date of a frrst
Office action
action on the
the
merits,
merits,
whichever
whichever event
event occurs
occurs last. A statement
statement filed within this period
a
fee
nor
a
certification
requires
requires neither
neither
nor certification of prompt filing.
The term ''national
"national application"
application" includes continuing
continuing appliappli
cations (continuations, divisions, continuations-in-part)
continuations-in-part) so
three-months will
will be measured
measured from the actual
actual filing
filing date of an
an
continuing
application as opposed to the effective
effective filing date ofa
of a continuing
application.
All information
information disclosure
disclosure statements
statements that comply
comply with
with the
1.98 and are filed within
content requirements
requirements of
of 37
37 CFR 1.98
withiit three
months of the filing date will be
be considered
considered by
by the examiner,
occurred in the examination
regardless of whatever
whatever else
else has occurred
examination
process up to that point in
in time. Thus, in the rare
rare instance
instance that a
final Office action
prepared and
and
action or
or a notice of allowance
allowance is prepared
mailed prior to a date which is three months from the filing date,
date,
any information contained in a complete
complete information
information disclosure
disclosure
statement filed within that three-month
three-month window will be considconsid
ered by the examiner.
Likewise, an information disclosure
disclosure statement will be concon
sidered if it is filed later than three months after the filing date
first Office
but before the mailing date of a frrst
Office action on the merits.
An action on the merits means an action which treats the,
opposed to only
patentability
patentability of the claims in an application,
application, as opposed
formal or procedural requirements. An action on the merits
would, for example, contain
contain a rejection or indication
indication of
allowability
allowability of a claim or claims rather than just a restriction
orjust a requirement for additional
requirement (37 CFR 1.142) orjustarequirementforadditional
1.16(d)). Thus, if an
fees to have a claim considered (37 CFR 1.16(d».
first Office action on
application
application was filed on January
January 1 and the frrst
1, the
the merits was not mailed until six months later on July 1,
examiner would be required to consider any proper information
examiner
disclosure
disclosure statement filed prior to July 1.
An information disclosure statement will be considered
considered to
have been filed on the day it was received
received in the Office, or on an
accompanied by a properly executed
earlier
earlier date of mailing if accompanied
1.8, or Express Mail
certificate
certificate of mailing under 37 CFR 1.8,
certificate under 37 CFR 1.10. An Office action is mailed on the
certificate
the Office action.
date indicated in tl:\e
final
lEEORE mailing of fmal
IlW..
11(Z Statement filed after B(1), but BEfORE
1.97(c)).
action or notice of allowance (37 CFR 1.97(c».

B.1ll
or
first action on the merits or
BEORE fmt
LW Statement filed BEFORE

An information disclosure statement will be considered by
the examiner
examiner if filed after the period specified in B (1) above, but
on the same day as) the mailing date of either
before (not on

CFR 1.97(b».
1.97(b)).
(3)months of actual filing date (37 CFR
within three (3)
Rev. 14,
14, Nov. 1992
1992
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a final action under 37 CFR 1.113 e.g., final rejection or
notice of allowability, or
1.311,
CFR 1.311,
a notice of allowance under 37 CFR
whichever occurs first, provided: (1)
accompa
(1)the statement is accompawhichever
certification as specified
specified in 37 CFR 1.97(e) or
nied by either a certification
(2)
(2) the fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(p). If a final action or notice
withdrawn, the
of allowance is mailed in an application and later withdrawn,
application
application will be considered as not having had a final action
mailed for purposes of considering
considering an
or notice of allowance mailed
information disclosure statement.

37
(i) If information submitted
submitted during the period set forth in 37
(i)
CFR 1.97(c) with a certification is used in a new ground of
unamended claims, the next Office action will not
rejection on unamended
be made final since
since in this situation it is clear that applicant has
submitted the information
information to the Office
Office promptly after it has
become known and the information is being submitted prior to
infora final determination
determination on patentability by the Office. The infor
mation submitted with a certification can be used in a new
ground of rejection
rejection and the next Office
Office action made final,
however, if the new ground of rejection was necessitated
necessitated by
amendment of the application by applicant. Where the informaamendment
informa
tion is submitted
submitted during this period with a fee, the examiner may
use the information submitted, e.g., printed publication or
final
evidence
evidence of public use, and make the next Office action fmal
no
provided
that
have
been
amended,
whether or not the claims
claims
other new ground of rejection which was not necessitated by
amendment to the claims is introduced
introduced by the examiner. See
MPEP § 706.07(a). If a new ground of rejection
rejection is introduced
introduced
necessitated by an amendment to the claims
claims nor
that is neither necessitated
based on the information submitted with the fee set forth in 37
based
CFR 1.17(p), the Office action shall not be made final.
(ii) A certification
certification under 37 CFR 1.97(e) must state either
informa(a) that each item of information contained in the informa
communication from a
tion disclosure
disclosure statement
statement was cited in a communication
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not
more than three
three months prior to the filing of the statement, or
(b) that no item of information contained in the information
infomiation
communication from a
disclosure
disclosure statement was cited in a communication
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application or, to
the knowledge
knowledge of the person signing the certification after
desigindividual desig
making reasonable
reasonable inquiry, was known to any individual
the
nated in 37 CFR 1.56(c), more than three months prior to the
filing of the statement.
flIing
A certification
certification can contain either of two statements. One
statement is that each item of information in an information
information
disclosure statement
statement was cited in a communication, such as a
countersearch report, from a patent office outside the U.S. in a counter
than three months prior to the
application not more than
part foreign application
the
filing date of the statement. Under this certification, it does not
matter whether any individual with a duty of disclosure actually
knew about any of the information
information cited before receiving the
search report. The date on the communication
communication by the foreign
foreign
manner
patent office begins the three-month period
period in the same manner
as the mailing of an Office action starts a three-month shortened
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communication contains
contains
statutory period for response. If the communication
communication is the one
two dates, the mailing date of the communication
one
begins
the
which begins the three month period. The date which
which
three-month
three-month period is not the date the communication
communication was
received by a foreign associate
associate or the date it was received
received by a
Likewise,the statement
U.S. registered practitioner. Likewise,the
statement will be
filed on the date the statement was
considered to have been
considered
been flIed
if
received in the Office, or on an earlier date of mailing if
accompanied
accompanied by a properly executed certificate of mailing
certificate under 37 CFR
under 37 CFR 1.8, or Express
Express Mail certificate
1.10.
1.10.
counterpart foreign patent application
The term counterpart
application means that
a claim for priority has been made in either the U.S. application
application
or a foreign application
disclo
application based
based on the other, or that the disclosubstanapplications are substan
patent applications
sures of the U.S. and foreign patent
(e.g., an application filed in the European Patent
tively identical
identical (e.g.,
Office
claimed in the U.S.
Office claiming the same U.K. priority as claimed
application).
certification can
In the alternative, a certification
can be made if no item of
information disclosure statement
information contained
contained in the information
office in a
was cited in a communication
communication from a foreign patent office
counterpart foreign application and, to the knowledge of the
counterpart
inperson signing the certification
certification after making reasonable
reasonable in
quiry, neither was it known to any individual having a duty to
disclose more than three months prior to the filing of the
statement.
inquiry" makes it clear
"after making reasonable
The phrase "after
reasonable inquiry"
clear
that the individual
individual making the certification
certification has a duty to make
reasonable inquiry regarding the facts that are being
being certified.
certification can be made by a registered practitioner
The certification
practitioner who
statements made by
represents
represents a foreign client and who relies on statements
first became
became
the foreign client as to the date the information
information frrst
known. A registered practitioner
practitioner who receives
receives information
from a client without being informed whether the information
information
was known for more than three months, however, cannot make
the certification
certification without
without making reasonable inquiry. For exex
gave
ample,
if
an
inventor
ample,
gav'1 a publication
publication to the attorney
attorney prosecutprosecut
the
ing an application
application with the intent that it be cited to the Office, the
attorney
attorney should inquire as to when that inventor became
became aware
of the publication and should not submit a certification
certification under 37
37
satisfactory response is
CFR
CFR 1.97(e)(2) to the Office until a satisfactory
is
certification can be based on present, good faith
received. The certification
known without a
knowledge about when
when information became knoWn
search of files being made.
Certification need not be in the form of an oath or a
Certification
Certification by a registered
registered
declaration under 37 CFR 1.68. Certification
individual that the statement was filed
flIed
practitioner or any other individual
first citation
within the three-month
three-month period
period of either frrst
citation by a foreign
information will be
first discovery of the information
patent
patent office or frrst
accepted as dispositive
dispositive of compliance with this provision
provision in the
absence of evidence
evidence to the contrary. For example, aacertification
certification
could
could read as follows:
"I
ttl hereby
hereby certify
certify that each item of information
information
Statement
contained
Information Disclosure
Disclosure Statement
contained in this Information
from aa foreign
patent
in aa communication
was cited
cited in
was
communication from
foreign patent
more
application not
not more
counterpart foreign
foreign application
office
in aa counterpart
office in
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ining
ining group handling
handling the application.
application. The
The petition need do
nothing more
more than
than request
request consideration
consideration of
of the
the information
information
being
of the
the petition
petition fee (37
(37 CFR
CFR
being submitted. Payment
Payment of
1.17(iX1))
awl submission
submission of
of the
the appropriate
appropriate certification
certification (37
(37
1.17(iXl» and
CFR 1.97(e»
1.97(e)) are the
the essential
essential elements
elements for
for having
having information
information

than three
three months
months prior
prior to the
the filing of
of this statestate
than
ment.", or
or
ment.",
"I
"I hereby
hereby certify
certify that
that no item
item of information
information in
in
the Information
Information Disclosure
Disclosure Statement
Statement filed
filed herewith
herewith
the
was
was cited
cited in a communication
communication from
from a foreign
foreign patent
patent

office in a counterpart
counterpart foreign application
application or, to my
office
knowledge
after
making
reasonable
inquiry, was
knowledge
making reasonable inquiry,
known
to
any
individual
designated
in 37 CFR
any individual designated in
known
1.56(c) more than three months prior
prior to the
the filing of
of
1.56(c)
this Information
Disclosure Statement."
Information Disclosure
this
An information
information disclosure
disclosure statement
statement may include
include two lists
certifications, similar to the above
above examples,
examples, in situasitua
and two certifications,
tions where
where some
some of the
the information
information listed
listed was cited
cited in a
tions
communication from a foreign
foreign patent office
office not more
more than three
communication
months
months prior to filing the statement
statement and some
some was not, but was
was
not known more than three months
months prior to filing the statement.
A copy
A
copy of the foreign search report need not be submitted
submitted
with the certification,
certification, but an individual may wish
wish to submit an
English-language
English-language version of the search report
report to satisfy the
requirement
requirement for a concise
concise explanation
explanation where non-English lanlan
guage information
information is cited. The time at which information
information "was
"was
known to any individual designated
designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c)"
1.56(c)" is the
known
time when the information was discovered in association
association with
application even if awareness
awareness of the materiality came
carne later.
the application
evaluation of the
The Office wishes
wishes to encourage
encourage prompt evaluation
relevance of information
information and to have a date certain for determindetermin
relevance
ing if a certification can properly be made. A statement on
information and belief would not be sufficient. Examiners
Examiners
should not remind
remind or otherwise
otherwise make any comment about
about an
individual's duty of candor and good faith, but questions about
the adequacy
adequacy of any certification received in writing by the
CommisOffice should be directed to the Office
Office of the Assistant Commis

sioner for Patents.

B..£Jl
Statement filed after B(2), but Prior to Payment of Issue
D-W Statement
1.97(d)).
Fee (37 CFR
CFR 1.97(d».
statement will be considered by
An information
information disclosure statement
final
the examiner if filed on or after the mailing date of either a fmal
action under 37 CFR 1.113 or a notice of allowance under 37
first, but before or simultaneous
1.311, whichever occurs frrst,
CFR 1.311,
accomwith payment of the issue fee, provided the statement
statement is accom
panied by:
(i) a certification as specified in 37 CFR 1.97(e) (see the
(i)
discussion in B(2)(ii) above),
(ii) a petition requesting consideration of the information
disclosure statement, and
1.17(i)(1).
(iii) the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(i)(l).
of the late stage
These requirements are appropriate in view of
of prosecution when the information is being submitted, i.e.,
determination on the
after the examiner has reached a final determination
patentability of the claims presented for examination. The
patentability
the exampetition should be directed to the Group Director of the
Rev. 14,
14, Nov. 1992
1992
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considered
the
considered at
at this advanced
advanced stage
stage of
of prosecution,
prosecution, assuming
assuming the
content
content requirements
requirements of 37 CFR
CFR 1.98
1.98 are
are satisfied.
satisfied.
The requirements
CFR 1.97 provide for consideration
consideration
requirements of 37 CFR
by the Office
Office of information
information which
which is submitted within a
reasonable
i.e., within 3 months
months after
after an
an individual
individual desigdesig
reasonable time, i.e.,
of
the
information
1.56(c)
becomes
aware
nated
in
37
CFR
nated
CFR 1.56(c) becomes
information or
within 3
3 months of the information
information being cited in a communicommuni
foreign
patent
office
cation
from
a
cation
office in a counterpart
counterpart foreign
informaapplication. This undertaking
undertaking by
by the Office to consider
consider informa
the
pendency
of
the
throughout
tion would be available
available throughout the pendency of the applicaapplica
tion until the point
point where
where the patent
patent issue
issue fee was paid. If
If an
applicant chose
chose not to comply,
comply, or
or could
could not comply, with the
the
37 CFR 1.97(d),
requirements of
of37
1.97(d), a continuing
continuing application
application could
be filed to have the information
information considered
considered by the examiner.
The parent
parent application
application could be permitted
permitted to become abandoned
abandoned
in
the
Notice
of
Allowance,
not
paying
the
issue
fee
required
by
of Allowance,
continuing
for example, or by the filing of a file
me wrapper
wrapper continuing
proper
to make
application under 37 CFR 1.62. It would not be
be
final
fmal a first
frrst Office
Office action in the continuing
continuing application
application if the
information
information submitted is used in a new
new ground of rejection.
B4)_ Statement filed after Payment
Il!il
Payment of Issue Fee.

After the issue fee has been paid on an application,
application, it is
submitimpractical
impractical for the Office
Office to attempt to consider newly submit
ted information. Information disclosure statements filed after
considered
payment of the issue fee in an application
application will not be considered
but will merely
merely be placed in the application file. See C below.
The application
application may be withdrawn from issue at this point,
1.313(b)(5) so that the informahowever, pursuant to 37 CFR 1.313(b)(5)
informa
tion can be considered in a continuing
continuing application. In this
situation,
situation, a file wrapper
wrapper continuing application under 37 CFR
1.62 could be filed even though the issue fee had
bad already been
paid. The Office will consider the filing of a petition under 37
requirement
CFR
1.313(bX5) as sufficient grounds to waive the requirement
CFR 1.313(bX5)
1.62 be flIed
filed before payment
that an application under 37 CFR 1.62
of the issue fee. Alternatively,
Alternatively, for example, a petition pursuant
to 37 CFR 1.313(b
1.313(b)(3)
X3) could be filed if applicant states that
that one
or more claims are unpatentable. This statement that one or
information must be
more claims are unpatentable over the information
patenta
serious
question
as to patent
A
statement
that
unequivocal.
unequiVOCal.
not be
raised,
for
example,
would
ability of a claim has been
acceptable to withdraw an application from issue under 37 CFR

1.313(b)(3).
1.313(b)(3).
has been withdrawn from issue under one
If an application
application has
If
of 37 CFR 1.313(b
1.313(b)(1)-(4),
of the provisions of37
)(1 )-(4), it will be treated as
the issue fee
though no notice of allowance had been mailed and the
informatime for filing informa
had not yet been paid with regard to the time
37 CFR 1.313(b)
1.313(b)
statements. Petitions under 37
tion disclosure statements.
be directed to the Office of Petitions in the Office of the
should be
Assistant Commissioner for Patents.
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